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1. INTRODUCTION 

Kamula is a Papuan Language of the Western Province of Papua New Guinea. Wurm (1981) classifies 

Kamula as a family level isolate of the Central and South New Guinea stock and superstock of the 

Trans New Guinea Phylum. 

Shaw (1986) proposes that Kamula be placed in the Bosavi family and in the Bosavi Watershed 

subfamily. Lexically and grammatically, our investigations to date show very few similarities with the 

Bosavi family languages and so Wurm's classification is possibly more accurate. 

There are approximately 800 speakers of Kamula divided between 3 villages in Western Province. The 

main village of Kesiki, at Wawoi Falls, is a day's walk away from Samokopa and a 7 day walk away 

from Wasapea, situated 90 km to the south. Despite the distances between the villages, there are no 

dialect differences. 

The research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

The description is based on both text (100 kbytes, a variety of genres) and elicited materials collected 

between June 1991 and December 1993 primarily in the village of Kesiki. 

In particular I wish to thank Hawo Kuru for his patience in working with me on the texts, and 

Kamenato Adape for her joy in teaching me her language. I also wish to thank my husband, Iska, for 

his contribution to the analysis and for his work in formatting the paper. 
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2. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 
1PL first person plural INF infinitive 
1SG first person singular INSTR instrument 
2PL second person plural INTENS intensifier 
2SG second person singular INTER interrogative 
3PL third person plural INTERJ interjection 
3SG third person singular LOC locative 
ABL ablative NEG negative 
ACCOMP accompaniment NEUT neutral 
ADJ adjective NEUT.SEQ neutral sequence 
ADV adverb NOM nominaliser 
ASP aspect NUM numeral 
BEN benefactive PERF perfect 
COMPAR comparison PL plural 
CONDIT conditional POSS possible 
CONJ conjunction POSSESS possessive 
CONTR contrafactual PRES present 
DAT dative PRES.INTER present interrogative 
DEF definite PROHIB prohibitive 
DEM demonstrative PRON pronoun 
DS different subject PURP purpose 
EMPH emphatic QUANT quantifier 
EQUAT equative REAL realis 
EXCLAM exclamation RECIP reciprocal 
FOC focus REFLEX reflexive 
FP far past RF reported future 
FUT future RP reported past 
HAB.CONDIT habitual conditional SER serial 
HAB.INTER habitual interrogative SP.SEQ span sequence 
HABIT habitual SRCE source 
HORT hortative SS same subject 
IMM.SEQ immediate sequence TOP topic 
IMPER imperative   

Throughout this paper '/' denotes a clause break. 
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3. PHONOLOGY 

3.1 Phonemes 

3.1.1 Phonemes and their orthographic representation: 
 
/ a æ  b d e g h i j k l m n o p s t u w / 
< a a: b d e g h i y k l m n o p s t u w > 
< A A: B D E G H I Y K L M N O P S T U W > 

3.1.2 Phoneme /l/ 

The phoneme /l/ is the only phoneme which has allophones. Their distribution is as follows: 
[n] occurs following a nasal vowel 
[r] occurs following or preceding an alveolar consonant 
[ɾ]/[l] are in free variation intervocalically 

3.2 Morphophonemics 

The data examples in this paper only show the underlying phonemic forms of morphemes and not the 

surface morphophonemic forms. For the benefit of the reader, some of the main morphophonemic 

processes are described here. 

The most common pattern is that the vowel in the following syllable influences the vowel in the 

preceding morpheme. Some examples of this are as follows. 

(The first line in the following examples is the orthographic representation, which is not normally 

included in the examples in this paper.) 

3.2.1 Completive aspect morpheme 

The completive aspect morpheme 'COMPL' has 3 allomorphs: 

{ mamamama-}  mamamama-  momomomo-  mimimimi-  'COMPL' 

Their distribution is as follows: 
momomomo- occurs preceding a syllable with a high back vowel (u, o) 
mimimimi- occurs preceding a syllable with a high front vowel (i) 
mamamama- occurs elsewhere 
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(1) Matane! 
 ma-ta-ne 

ASP-go-SG.IMPER 

'Go!' 

(2) Na: mohutana 
 na: ma-huta-na 

1SG ASP-wash-PERF 

'I have washed already' 

3.2.2 Negative morpheme 

The negative morpheme has 4 allomorphs: 

{ popopopo-}  popopopo-  papapapa-  pepepepe-  papapapa:-  'NEG' 

Their distribution is as follows: 
papapapa- pepepepe- and papapapa::::- occur preceding a syllable with these same vowels 
popopopo- occurs elsewhere 
 

(3) Uwe God hi   pa:ta:desemde 
 uwe God hi   po-ta:de-se-mde 

2PL God name NEG-lift-NEG-HABIT 

You don't praise God 

(4) Na: wata  utla:la peelana 
 na: wata  utla:la po-ela-na 

1SG today night   NEG-sleep-PERF 

I didn't sleep last night 

(5) Totoyemala   poitiamana 
 toto-yemala  po-itiama-na 

ancestor-DIM NEG-strong-PERF 

The old man is not strong 

3.2.3 Far Past Tense morpheme 

The far past tense mopheme -wawawawa 'FP' influences the preceding vowel of the stem: stem-final -a 

becomes -u, other vowels become -u also when preceded by -l. In all other cases the stem-final vowel 

remains as it is. 

(6) Ye  owa-yemala hamuwa 
 ye  owa-yemala hama-wa 

3SG baby-DIM   give-FP 

She had a baby. 
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(7) Na: tatla     amalo soluwa 
 Na: tatla     amalo sole-wa 

1SG yesterday fish  throw-FP 

I was fishing yesterday. 

(8) Dulume duli       pato tiwa 
 Dulume duli       pato ti-wa 

Dulume string_bag big  make-FP 

Dulume made a big string bag 

3.2.4 Future morpheme 

There is also another morphophonemic process, although less common than the one described above. 

This works in the reverse way ie. the preceding vowel influences the vowel in the following 

morpheme. The following is an example of this. 

The future morpheme 'FUT' is phonologically conditioned and has 4 allomorphs. 

{- lolololo-}  - lolololo-  -lililili-  -lulululu-  -lelelele-  'FUT' 

Their distribution is as follows: 

1. When the future morpheme follows a high vowel (i, u, o), the allomorphs are -lililili-, -lulululu- and -

lolololo- respectively. 

2. When the future morpheme follows a low vowel (e, a:, a), the allomorph is -lolololo- in all 

environments except when followed by -pepepepe (DEF.FUT) in which case the allomorph is -lelelele----. 

(9) Ye  pulueyo 
 ye  pu-lo-eyo 

3SG come-FUT-RF 

I've heard that he will come 

(10) Plita e   yo    watle hamilipe 
 plita e   yo    watle hami-lo-pe 

plita DEM owner to    give-FUT-DEF 

Give that plate to the owner! 

(11) Na: aya   haloama 
 na: aya   ha-lo-ama 

1SG house do-FUT-NEUT 

I'll build a house 

(12) Conferenceye   Tusde   alila kotiamelepe 
 conference-ye  Tusde   alila kotiama-lo-pe 

conference-FOC Tuesday day   start-FUT-DEF 

The conference will start on Tuesday. 
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4. WORD 

4.1 Noun 

The noun word in Kamula is relatively simple, as the word does not distinguish number (generally), 

gender or case, nor (apart from kinterms) is there a division between alienably and inalienably 

possessed nouns. 

4.1.1 Number 

The noun in Kamula generally does not distinguish number. There are 2 exceptions to this: kinterms, 

which have a plural form encoded by the suffix -dlodlodlodlo and terms for people which have a suppletive 

plural form. 

(13) Epame    God wata aluma-le          hema a-dlo     epo 
and_then God now  come_together-NOM here father-PL and 

 wai-dlo   epo  nana-dlo        epo  na:-otumala-dlo        epo 
mother-PL and  older_sister-PL and  1SG -younger_sister-PL and 

 ei-dlo              epame    God ma-alu-po 
younger_brother-PL. and_then God ASPECT-come_together-IMM.SEQ 

 pope-po 
sitPL-REAL 

God, here in this gathering - our fathers, mothers, sisters are already sitting here. 
 
Nouns which have a suppletive plural form: 

oplami man opa men 
a:ya woman wole women 
maseyemala boy akimlala boys 
amaseyemala girl utukaka/utukeyimlala girls 
 

4.1.2 Alienable and Inalienable Nouns 

With the exception of kinterms, there is no other group of nouns which have obligatory possessive 

markers or obligatory bound prefixes. 

Body-parts (see below) are generally possessed, but there are many cases where they are not 

possessed, so they cannot be considered to be inalienably possessed. 
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Other nouns, including possessions, household/clothing articles are optionally preceded by a pronoun. 

4.1.2.1 Kinterms 

Nouns encoding kinterms are generally possessed by a personal pronoun. With certain kinterms, the 

pronoun is a bound prefix. The following is an exhaustive list of kinterms with bound prefixes. 

Surface  Underlying  Gloss 
phonemic form phonemic form 
nolu na:-olu my wife 
wolu we-olu your wife 
yolu ye-olu his wife 
 
nowelali na:-welali my husband 
wewelali we-welali your husband 
yewelali ye-welali her husband 
 
na:la na:-a:la my younger sister (f.ego) 
wa:la we-a:la your younger sister 
ya:la ye-a:la her younger sister 
dia:la di-a:la our younger sister 
wua:la uwe-a:la your (pl) younger sister 
yia:la yie-a:la their younger sister 
 
notumala na:-otumala my younger sister (m.ego) 
wotumala we-otumala your younger sister 
yotumala ye-otumala his younger sister 
diotumala di-otumala our younger sister 
wuotumala uwe-otumala your (pl) younger sister 
yiotumala yie-otumala their younger sister 
 
nami na:-ami my son 
wami we-ami your son 
yami ye-ami his/her son 
diami di-ami our son 
uwami uwe-ami your (pl) son 
yiami yie-ami their son 
 
noti na:-oti my daughter 
woti we-oti your daughter 
yoti ye-oti his/her daughter 
dioti di-oti our daughter 
uwoti uwe-oti your (pl) daughter 
yioti yie-oti their daughter 

(14) we  a      de? 
2SG father where 

Where is your father? 
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(15) Elale ye-olu   Tlualu-po 
Elale 3SG-wife Tlualu-EQUAT 

Elale's wife is Tlualu. 

In a list of kinterms, the pronouns are generally omitted, although the bound prefixes are obligatory 

(see ex. 13 above). In the Vocative, the pronoun is obligatorily absent, while the bound prefix is still 

retained. 

(16) Bapa!         Hema pua-ne! 
Older_brother here come-SG.IMPER 

Older brother! Come here! 

(17) Na:-a:la!          Yekalo   de? 
1SG-younger_sister sago_bag where 

Younger sister! Where's the sago bag? 

4.1.2.2 Body parts 

Body parts are often possessed, but not necessarily. 

(18) Ye  na: hete tokole-wa 
3SG 1SG leg  cut-FP 

She cut my leg. 

(19) Na: oplami ye  melepi nati-lo-e   yilie-na 
1SG man    3SG face   see-FUT-INF not_know-PERF 

I didn't know what the man's face looked like. 

(20) Esemala-ta sie-le    mate   payama  molo kotima-yo 
Dog-SRCE   happy-NOM ACCOMP wallaby ear  cut-RP 

Happily, the dog cut the wallaby's ears. 

If body-parts are used in a metaphorical way, they are no longer inalienably possessed: 

(21) Na:-ta   mu/  kapala kama-le   a:ya-ta    duka   dla polo-wa. 
1SG-SRCE nose skin   white NOM woman-SRCE middle LOC sit-FP 

I sat at the front(lit.nose) (of the canoe) and the white skin woman sat in the middle. 

4.1.2.3 Inalienably possessed possessive noun 

Kamula has a set of inalienably possessed possessive nouns, equivalent to 'mine/yours'etc. The 

pronoun is a bound prefix. These are: 
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Surface Underlying Gloss 
phonemic form phonemic form 
nole na:-ole mine 
wole we-ole yours(sg) 
yole ye-ole his/hers 
diole di-ole ours 
uwole uwe-ole yours(pl) 
yiole yi-ole theirs 

(22) kokoloma elo  e   we-ole 
door     bone DEM 2SG-POSSESS 

That key is yours. 

4.1.3 Noun stem 

There are 2 types of noun stems: simple and derived 

4.1.3.1 Simple 

Simple stem  =  noun root 

dali 'tree' 
ewala 'stone' 
kukupa 'butterfly' 

4.1.3.2 Derived 

Nouns can be derived from a verb stem by the addition of either of the nominalising suffixes -lalolalolalolalo, -lelelele, 

or by using the infinitive form of the verb. 

4.1.3.2.1 Type 1 

A verbal noun is formed by affixing -lalolalolalolalo to the verb stem. A verbal noun can function as an actor 

(when it is the head of the NP) (23) or as an action (when it qualifies the head noun) (24,25) or as an 

instrument (26). 

(23) Utla:la e-dla   omha:ha:-lalo-ta      yie sipi  ompope-yo 
Night   DEM-LOC look_afterPL-NOM-SRCE 3PL sheep wait-RP 

That night the shepherds were watching their sheep(lit.the looking after (men)). 
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(24) Yu   atla-lalo oplami Pastor Gupie... 
Word say-NOM   man 

The preacher, Pastor Gupie...(lit. word saying man) 

(25) Di   koa   ha-m-sele-lalo         oplami-ta alila himi-wa 
High canoe take-SP.SEQ-wander-NOM man-SRCE  day   put-FP 

The pilot decided the day (lit. high canoe taking around man). 

(26) Osamklo kesta-lalo bude-na 
Grass   cut-NOM    break-PERF 

The lawn mower is broken. 

4.1.3.2.2 Type 2 

-lelelele is affixed on the verb stem in order to encode an abstract/non-process type of noun: 

gade-le 'help' 
ima-le 'teaching' 
malama-le 'knowledge' 
soltama-le 'desire' 
sie-le 'happiness' 
batalima-le 'sin' 
namkale-de-le 'friendship' 
opiama-le 'laziness' 
hutu-le 'obedience' 
wote-le 'fear' 
poa-le 'death' 
uha-le 'theft' 
itiama-le 'strength' 
 

(27) Aluyemala itiama-le  hawa 
Old woman strong-NOM NEG 

The old woman has no strength. 

4.1.3.2.3 Type 3 

A 'future noun' is made by using the infinitive form of the verb. (ie verb stem + FUT +INF) 

These type of nouns are always used with reference to a future event. 

(28) Ese-pame-ta/        alila himi-lo-pe/ yi-ta    local yutu 
story-NEUT.SEQ-SRCE day   put-FUT-DEF 3PL-SRCE local youth 

 gode-lo-e-ye 
close-FUT-INF-FOC 

They will have a meeting and decide when to have the local youth closing. 
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(29) Iela     di-ta     eme       api  ta-lo-e    alila e-po 
Tomorrow 1PL-SRCE  sago_leaf path go-FUT-INF day   DEM-EQUAT 

Tomorrow is our sago-leaf going day. 

4.1.3.3 Compound 

There are very few grounds on which to distinguish compound nouns from noun phrases, as nouns are 

very commonly 'stacked' (see 1 Appositional NP). 

However, the example below illustrates an instance of compounding, posited on the basis of 2 verbs 

being compounded with the derivational affix being suffixed on the final one. 

(30) Hete dolo-m-hala-lalo 
leg  step-SP.SEQ-stand-NOM 

platform (used for standing on when making sago, lit. leg stepping thing) 

Elision could be considered as distinguishing certain compounds: 

 dalupa 

(31) Dali-upa 
tree-leaf 

bush (jungle) 

 kumaposo 

(32) kumapo eso 
kind_of_leaf fern 

kind of fern 

-yemalayemalayemalayemala  'DIM' (diminutive) forms several compounds including: 

 a:yemala 

(33) a:ya-yemala 
woman-DIM 

baby girl 

 oplamyemala 

(34) oplami-yemala 
man-DIM 

baby boy 
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 totoyemala 

(35) toto-yemala 
ancestor-DIM 

old man 

Certain other nouns which are frequently juxtaposed and viewed as a unit could be considered as 

compounds, although they could alternatively be analysed as Appositional Noun Phrases. These 

include: 

(36) pepele-di-mo 
sky-high-place 

heaven 

(37) ta:la-mo 
ground-place 

earth/world 

4.2 Verb 

4.2.1 Verb Word 

4.2.1.1 Final Verb word 

4.2.1.1.1 Non-Future Final verb word 

The structure of the non-future final verb word is as follows: 

 ±Aspect +stem +Suffix 1 ±REAL 

The non-future final verb word in Kamula minimally comprises a stem plus Suffix 1. There is an 

optional aspect prefix (ma- 'ASP) and an optional Realis suffix (-popopopo 'REAL'). 

(See 1 for discussion of Completive Aspect and 1 for Realis). 

Suffix 1 

Suffix 1 can be any one of the following: present tense, far past tense, reported past mood, habitual 

aspect or zero morpheme (near past). 

The maximum number of affixes is 3: 1 prefix and 2 suffixes. The realis suffix cannot co-occur with 

the present tense/reported past affixes. 
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(38) Ye  Wawi  dla tlu 
3SG Wawoi LOC go_down 

She went down to the Wawoi river. 

(39) Di  daya ma-de 
1PL sago ASP-eat 

We've already eaten. 

(40) Ye a:ya ma-teleta-yo 
3SG woman ASP-run_away-RP 

(They say) his wife has already run away. 

(41) Yie-ta   esema-le  koko-ye   die dla atla-mde-po 
3PL-SRCE story-NOM thing-FOC 1PL LOC say-HAB-REAL 

They tell us what's been said at the meetings. 

(42) Kampanis  opi-ta    ma-pu-m-hala-wa-po 
Companies some-SRCE ASP-come-SP.SEQ-stand-FP-REAL 

Other companies came and stayed. 

4.2.1.1.2 Future Final Verb word 

The structure of the future final verb word is as follows: 

 ±Aspect +stem +future +mood 

The future final verb word comprises an optional aspect prefix followed obligatorily by a stem, the 

obligatory future tense morpheme -lolololo- 'FUT' and an obligatory mood suffix. 

(43) Na: ma-ta-lo-ama 
1SG ASP-go-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going now. 

(For more examples, see 1 MOOD) 

4.2.1.2 Medial verb word 

The structure of the medial verb word is as follows: 

 ±Asp +stem +Suffix 2 

The medial verb word has minimal inflection and takes its tense and mood specifications from the 

final verb. The aspect prefix optionally precedes the verb stem. 

Suffix 2 

The obligatory suffix (Suffix 2) may be any one of the following: -popopopo, -pamepamepamepame or -memememe (which indicate a 

temporal sequential relationship between the clauses, see 1 Sequentiality) or    ----mama/mama/mama/mama/----latlatlatlatiiii (which 
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indicate a simultaneous relationship, encoding same and different actor respectively). (see section on 

switch reference (1)) 

(44) di-ta    ta-lati/ wole-ta    inoma selede-wa 
1PL-SRCE go-DS    women-SRCE eye   stare-FP 

As we were going, women were staring at us. 

(45) Aya   pua-me/     daya pamele-me/      po-polu-po/ 
House come-SP.SEQ sago put_down-SP.SEQ PL-break-IMM.SEQ 

 yekalo   dla ati-po/      yimomele-mde-po 
sago_bag LOC fill-IMM.SEQ hang_up-HAB-REAL 

You come home, put down the sago, break it into pieces, put it in the sago bag and hang it up. 

(46) Ye  daya ha:-mama/ esema-le  yu   atla-wa 
3SG sago cook-SS   story-NOM word say-FP 

While she was cooking, she told a story. 

(47) Alila hale    amtua-le-ta      ma-ta-lati/ ma    alila hale 
Day   another be_dark-NOM-SRCE ASP-go-DS   again day   another 

 hela:de-le-ta     ma-pua-yo 
be_light-NOM-SRCE ASP-come-RP 

The darkness of one day went away and the light of another day came. 

4.2.2 Verb Stem 

There are 2 different verb stems. The first is formed by deleting the present tense morpheme -mamamama 

'PRES' from the present tense form of the verb. The second is simply the near past form of the verb. 

Certain verb declinations/constructions take the present tense stem, others take the near past stem as 

follows: 

Present Stem Near Past Stem 
Far Past Reported Past 
Prohibitive Imperative 
Hortative Present Realis 
Habitual 
All future moods 
All medial verbs 

The 2 verb stems are often identical, in that when -ma is deleted, the remaining stem is the near past 

form of the verb. 

Some of the verbs are irregular in that the present tense morpheme cannot be deleted and is therefore 

part of the stem. The following table gives some examples of verbs which decline in this way: 
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Present Near Past Neutral Future Imperative Gloss 
yukama yukama yukama-lo-epo yukama-ne talk 
malama malama malama-lo-epo malama-ne think 
totoma totoma totoma-lo-epo totoma-ne search 
sisilama sisilama sisilama-lo-epo sisilama-ne shout 

The verb stem can either be simple or complex. 

4.2.2.1 Simple 

 Verb stem  =  verb root 

The simple verb stem consists of the verb root. 

(48) Na: aya   dla ta-ma 
1SG house LOC go-PRES 

I'm going home 

(49) Ye  ilama di   dla dole-yo. 
3SG snake high LOC step-RP 

He stepped on a snake 

4.2.2.2 Complex verb stem 

 Verb stem  =  adjunct + generic verb 

The complex verb stem is encoded by an adjunct plus generic verb. The most common generic verb is 

dededede---- 'do, become'. Two other less frequent generic verbs are ta ta ta ta---- 'go', and titititi---- 'make'. The adjunct by itself 

carries no meaning and cannot stand alone. 
Some of the complex verb stems include: 

bopude- cover 
gade- help 
glide- push 
glade- split 
goalade- open 
gopede- dive 
gode- close 
hode- lose 
heode- bow down 
sieide- send 
ta:de- lift 
pelede- make a line 
silide- make a circle 
bla:bla:de- flicker 
ka:de- improve 
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heta- go up 
kesta- cut 
sumta- extinguish 
pusta- take clothes off 
teleta- run away, escape 
mista- set fire to 
dokosta- destroy 
wosta- fell a tree 
 
sileti- stand up 
nati- see 
mati- come in 
doloti- mark place for house posts 
 

4.2.2.3 Number 

The verb stem generally changes its form according to the number (singular/plural) of subject in an 

intransitive clause or the number of object in a transitive clause. The stem can be changed to show 

plural subject or object by: 

4.2.2.3.1 Partial reduplication 

Many verbs encode plurality (of the subject or object) by partial reduplication of the verb stem. 

Generally it is the first syllable which is reduplicated. (The first line in the following examples is the 

orthographic representation.) 

(50) Ye   epo      ma   tamili mimitepiyo  

 Ye   epo      ma   tamili DUP-mitepi-yo 
3SG  and_then also star   PL -make-RP 

And then he made the stars. 

(51) Uwe sisieme                 a      God yu   daluedeme 

 Uwe DUP-sie-me             a      God yu   da-lo-e-deme 
2PL PL-be_happy-PRES.INTER father God word hear-FUT-INF-PURP 

Are you happy to hear our Father God's word? 

4.2.2.3.2 Forming a new stem 

Many verbs have a suppletive plural form (the use of which is obligatory). 

(52) Ye  duli       dulu   dla ele-ma 
3SG string_bag inside LOC sleep-PRES 

He is sleeping in a string bag 
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(53) koa   dapiamte moku dla hutie-wa 
canoe two      bush LOC sleepPL-FP 

There were two canoes in the bush 

4.2.2.3.3 Optional inflection for number 

There are a small number of verbs which optionally distinguish number. The trend seems to be that the 

older people use the singular/plural distinction of these verbs while the younger people generally use 

only the singular form. These include: (verb given in present tense, -mamamama 'PRES') 

tama goSG tamoloma goPl 
puma comeSG pumuluma comePL 
natima seeSG tlama seePL 
yuma killSG yuluma hitPL 

A significant number of verbs do not distinguish number either by partial reduplication of the stem or 

by suppletion. These include: 

tuma  'go inside' 
tluma  'go down' 
teyuma 'fall' 
totoma 'look for' 
ha:ma 'cook' 
amma 'cry' 
welima 'forget' 
malama 'think' 
soloma 'paddle' 
emma 'plant' 
sisilama 'shout'] 

4.2.2.4 Iterative Aspect 

The iterative aspect (which indicates several performances of an action) is encoded by partial 

reduplication of the verb stem. 

te-teyuma  'fall several times' 
do-dolema 'make several gashes' 
tu-tukolema  'slash several times' 
ke-ketlema 'cut into several chunks' 
po-poluma 'break into several pieces' 
 

(54) Tusupi hutu-po/      ke-ketle-mde-po 
bark   clean-IMM.SEQ PL-cut-HAB-REAL 

After you've cleaned the bark, you cut (the sago palm) into chunks. 
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(55) Dulu   tu-tukole-mde-po 
inside PL-slash-HABIT-REAL 
You slash the inside several times 

4.2.3 Inflection 

The Kamula verb is inflected for tense, aspect, mood, illocutionary force and negation. There is 

minimal inflection for person and number. 

4.2.3.1 Person 

The Kamula verb does not distinguish person except in one future mood  where there is an optional 

alternative 1st person form -ama 'NEUT'. (Neutral Future, see 1) 

4.2.3.2 Number 

The verb word (except for the imperative verb word, see 1) is not inflected for number. Rather, 

number (singular/plural) is encoded in the different forms of the verb stem (ie by reduplication or 

suppletion, see 1). 

4.2.3.3 Tense 

Kamula has 3 tense distinctions: a near past for past events occurring since yesterday, a far past for 

events from yesterday, and a present.(The future cannot strictly be described as a tense system, but 

rather as modality. See 1) 

4.2.3.3.1 Near Past 

The near past tense is marked by zero morpheme. (The form of the near past and the present tense verb 

stem are often identical, although not always). 

(56) Na: tluka   hoaha 
1SG clothes wash 

I washed the clothes 

(57) Ye  esemala dali-ta     yu 
3SG dog     stick-INSTR hit 

He hit the dog with a stick 
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4.2.3.3.2 Far Past 

The far past is encoded by the suffix -wawawawa 'FP' affixed on the verb stem. 

(58) Kamenato kei  dla hala-wa 
Kamenato back LOC stand-FP 

Kaminto stood at the back 

4.2.3.3.3 Present Tense 

The present tense is encoded by the suffix -mamamama 'PRES' affixed on the verb stem. 

(59) Ye  kapo  aipeya-ta   osamklo kesta-ma 
3SG metal knife-INSTR grass   cut-PRES 

He is cutting/cuts the grass with a grass knife. 

(60) Sali ma-tlu-ma 
sun  ASP-go_down-PRES 

The sun is setting 

(See 1 Verb Stem for irregularities.) 

4.2.3.3.3.1 Reduplication of Present Tense morpheme 

The Present Tense morpheme has an interesting feature in that it can be reduplicated to encode 

intensification (which is normally encoded by pota/sikemtepota/sikemtepota/sikemtepota/sikemte 'INTENS'). 

(61) na: koko    blikia-ma-ma 
1SG stomach hard-PRES-PRES 

My stomach is very hard. 

(62) yu    pu-ma-ma 
water come-PRES-PRES 

It (the water) is flooded. 

4.2.3.3.4 Future Morpheme 

The morpheme -lolololo- 'FUT' affixed on the verb stem indicates a future event/action. -lolololo- followed by an 

obligatory mood suffix (see below) encodes the future. 
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4.2.3.4 Mood 

4.2.3.4.1 Present Mood 

 +stem + -se- +PRES 

The present mood is encoded by the verb stem followed obligatorily by -sesesese- 'NEG' followed by the 

present tense morpheme -mamamama 'PRES'. This construction is used to convey the notion that something 

might be the case at present. Its use seems to be relatively rare. 

(63) Oplami dulu dla pola-se-ma 
man inside LOC sit-NEG-PRES 

There might be a man sitting inside. 

4.2.3.4.2 Future mood 

 +stem +FUT +mood 

The future in Kamula is best described as mood, rather than tense, as the different forms of the future 

are not dependent on where they occur on the time-line, but rather on the speaker's attitude to what he 

is saying. The future mood comprises the stem, followed obligatorily by the future morpheme -lolololo- 

followed by one of the following mood suffixes: 

-ama/-epo neutral (NEUT) 
-eyo reported (RF) 
-pe definite (DEF) 
-la possible (POSS) 

4.2.3.4.2.1 Neutral future 

 +stem +FUT +NEUT 

The neutral future mood is unusual in that, unlike any other mood or tense suffixes, it has an optional 

alternative 1st person singular/plural form -amaamaamaama 'NEUT'. The basic morpheme for the neutral future 

mood -epoepoepoepo 'NEUT' can be used for all persons and numbers, but -amaamaamaama is an alternative which can be 

used for the 1st person forms. No difference in meaning has been detected, although further 

investigations may prove some nuance. 

(64) Na: wata  tluka   hoaha-lo-ama 
1SG today clothes wash-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going to wash the clothes today. 

(65) Na: sipala    elema-lo-epo 
1SG crocodile deceive-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going to fool the crocodile. 
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(66) Di  kapala kama-le   a:ya  i   mate   ta-lo-epo 
1PL skin   white-ADJ woman DEM ACCOMP go-FUT-NEUT 

We'll go with this white skin woman 

(67) Di  mama hale    ila-me/       pu-lo-ama 
1PL moon another return-SP.SEQ come-FUT-NEUT 

We're coming back next month. 

(68) A:ya  i   tlo  di   tle ta-lo-epo 
woman DEM only high ABL go-FUT-NEUT 

Only this woman will go by air. 

(69) uwe alila haploma dla hakala  daya siapo de-lo-epo 
2PL day   all     LOC coconut sago only  eat-FUT-NEUT 

You'll eat nothing but coconut sago every day. 

4.2.3.4.2.2 Reported future 

 +stem +FUT +RF 

The reported future is used mainly when someone is reporting second or third hand information about 

a future event. It is also used to indicate that the speaker is presuming or concluding that such and such 

will happen. 

(70) Pleini iela     pu-lo-eyo 
Plane  tomorrow come-FUT-RF 

(I've heard that) the plane will come tomorrow. 

(71) Yie moto mate   koko  ha-lo-eyo 
3PL body ACCOMP thing do-FUT-RF 

They are going to act (someone said) 

(72) Ye  alotle Samokopa dla ta-lo-eyo 
3SG later  Samokopa LOC go-FUT-RF 

She'll go to Samokopa later (I presume) 

It is also used when relaying an imperative. 

(73) we  ta-me/    we  melepi nati-lo-eyo 
2SG go-SP.SEQ 2SG face   see-FUT-RF 

(He said that) you should go and show you face. 
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4.2.3.4.2.3 Definite future 

 +stem +FUT +DEF 

The definite future is less commonly used as it is used to encode the notion that something is definitely 

going to happen. In general everyday conversation the preference is to use the neutral future or 

reported future, and the definite future is reserved for cases where the speaker believes there to be no 

doubt. 

(74) Yesu  ma    ila-me/       pu-lo-pe 
Jesus again return-SP.SEQ come-FUT-DEF 

Jesus will (definitely) come back again 

(75) We  teyu-lo-pe! 
2SG fall-FUT-DEF 

You're (definitely) going to fall! 

The definite future is also used to encode an authoritative command or a polite imperative: 

(76) Ye  mase-yemala hama-lo-pe.  We  ye  hi   Yesu  se-po/ 
3SG boy-DIM     give-FUT-DEF 2SG 3SG name Jesus name-IMM.SEQ 

 i-lo-pe 
teach-FUT-DEF 

She will give birth to a boy and you will name him Jesus. 

(77) God-ta    e-po      atla-yo hela:de-le   hala-lo-pe 
God-SRCE  DEM-EQUAT say-RP  be_light-NOM stand-FUT-DEF 

God said,"Let there be light!" 

(78) Epame    tamalela  dla mamiska aluma-lo-pe 
and_then afternoon LOC again   come_together-FUT-DEF 

We'll meet again in the evening (and you'll be there!) 

(79) Plita ma    ila-me/       yo    watle ha-m-pu-lo-pe! 
Plate again return-SP.SEQ owner DAT   take-SP.SEQ-come-FUT-DEF 

Bring the plate back to its owner! 

4.2.3.4.2.4 Possible future 

 +stem +FUT +POSS 

The possible future is used to encode the notion that something might happen/that there is a 

possibility/chance something will happen. 
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(80) Dusupi teyu-lo-la 
Dusupi fall-FUT-POSS 

Dusupi might fall. 

(81) E-pa-mia!     Ye  sialade-lo-la 
DEM-do-PROHIB 3SG angry-FUT-POSS 

Don't do that! He might get angry. 

4.2.3.4.3 Conditional mood 

 +stem +FUT +CONDIT 

The conditional mood is encoded by the verb stem followed obligatorily by the future morpheme -lolololo- 

followed obligatorily by -piepiepiepie 'CONDIT' 

(82) sosopa    yele-lo-pie/    wotia-le    pato 
Centipede bite-FUT-CONDIT be_sore-NOM big 

If a centipede bites you, it's very sore. 

4.2.3.4.4 Contrafactual mood 

 +stem +CONTRA 

The contrafactual mood is encoded by the verb stem followed obligatorily by -tietietietie     'CONTRA' 

(83) Yimlala  na: yu   dalema-tie/   po-wo-wotiale-ma 
children 1SG word listen-CONTRA NEG-PL-be_sore-PRES 

If the children had listened to me, they wouldn't have hurt (themselves). 

4.2.3.4.5 Past mood 

 +stem +RP 

The suffix -yoyoyoyo, 'RP'(reported past) when affixed on the verb stem, encodes the notion of an 

action/statement being reported information/hearsay/presumed (cf Reported Future Mood 1). It is very 

commonly used in traditional narratives. 

(84) Alila hale-ta      sipala    mate   esemala mate   ha:ha:yo. 
day   another-SRCE crocodile ACCOMP dog     ACCOMP standPL-RP 

Once upon a time there lived a crocodile and a dog. 

(85) Ye  Samokopa dla ta-yo 
3SG Samokopa LOC go-RP 

(I heard that) he went to Samokopa. 
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(86) Ye  sitoa alisisi opi  uha-yo   raskal so-ta 
3SG shop  things  some steal-RP rascal people-SRCE 

(People say that) rascals stole some of his goods. 

(87) Epame    Noah-ye  ye   asia-dlo  ye  akimlala 
and_then Noah-FOC 3SG  family-PL 3SG boys 

 e-wolo-tlo      ma-ka:de-yo 
DEM-ACCOMP-only ASP-be_saved-RP 

And so only Noah, his family, sons and everyone with them were saved. 

4.2.3.4.6 Realis mood 

 +stem ±FP/HABIT +REAL 

Although the exact meaning of the suffix -popopopo 'REAL' (realis) is not clear, it seems to encode the notion 

that the proposition stated is stated 'as a fact or commented on as a factual or actual event or state' 

(Shopen Vol.II p.96). It can either be affixed just to the stem or to the stem plus -wawawawa 'FP' or to the stem 

plus -mdemdemdemde 'HABIT'. 

When -popopopo is affixed to the stem only, the present realis is encoded. 

-popopopo is most commonly affixed to verbs of motion or residence. 

(88) na: mutupeya elele-m-pola-po 
1SG axe      sharpen-SP.SEQ-sit-REAL 

I'm sharpening my axe. 

(89) Koa   dapiamte moku dla hutie-po 
Canoe two      bush LOC sleep-REAL 

There are two canoes in the bush. 

(90) God ye  soko-ta-po       na: mate   hala-wa-po 
God 3SG spirit-SRCE-TOP  1SG ACCOMP stand-FP-REAL 

God's spirit was with me. 

(91) Di  Wawi  ho   dla tlumulu-wa-po 
1PL Wawoi down LOC go_downPL-FP-REAL 

We went down the Wawoi river. 

(92) Dlapa miste-po/    epame    yu    dla ha-m-tlu-mde-po 
fire  burn-IMM.SEQ and_then water LOC take-SP.SEQ-go_down-REAL 

After you've burnt (the canoe), then you take it down to the water. 
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4.2.3.5 Aspect 

4.2.3.5.1 Completive aspect 

The verb in its simplest form is imperfective in meaning. Perfectivity or more specifically, the 

completive aspect, is encoded by the prefix mamamama- 'ASP' 

This morpheme may co-occur with all tenses (most commonly the past tenses, but also the present, 

and, more rarely, the future) all moods and illocutionary force, and also with medial verbs. 

(93) Kampani-ye  ma-pu-ma 
company-FOC ASP-come-PRES 

The company is coming now. 

(94) di  hema ese-mama/ yu   ma-himi-wa-po 
1PL here storym-SS  word ASP-put-FP-REAL 

When we had a meeting here, we made a decision. 

(95) Epelati  koko  i-ta     ma-weyama-yo 
and_then thing DEM-SRCE ASP-appear-RP 

And so this happened. 

(96) Wata  pleini    ma-pu-lo-pe 
today aeroplane ASP-come-FUT-DEF 

A plane will come today 

(97) 'na: ma-ta-lo-ama    na: aya   dla/' de-yo 
1SG  ASP-go-FUT-NEUT 1SG house LOC   do-RP 

'I'm going to my house now,' he said 

(98) Epelati  Dupua ma-ta-wa 
and_then Dupua ASP-go-FP 

And then Dupua went. 

(99) Alisisi haploma ta:la-mo   dla ma-hutie-lati/ God-ta... 
Things  all     land_place LOC ASP-sleep-DS,  God-SRCE 

When many things were on the earth, God thought... 

(100) yie-ta-po    ta-me/     Kamula hi   mate   K20,000 
3PL-SRCE-TOP go-SP.SEQ  Kamula name ACCOMP K20,000 

 ma-holo-mde-wa-po 
ASP-getPL-HABIT-FP-REAL 

And so they went and were using the Kamula name and got K20,000. 
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4.2.3.5.2 Present perfect 

The present perfect may be used to indicate the continuing present relevance of a past situation, either 

when the results of a past situation are still applicable to the present, or, simply, when the past 

situation is very recent.The perfect aspect is encoded by -nananana suffixed to the verb stem. It is possible for 

the present perfect and the completive aspect to co-occur. 

(101) Ye  ma-weli 
3SG ASP-forget 

He forgot (but now remembers) 

(102) Ye  ma-weli-na 
3sg ASP-forget-PERF 

He has forgotten (you).(And still cannot remember) 

(103) We  duli       kepi ti-na 
2SG string_bag well do-PERF 

You've done the string bag well. 

(104) Benji teyu-na 
Benji fall-PERF 

Benji's just fallen. 

(105) Ye  oplami ma-ha-na 
3SG man    ASP-take-PERF 

She's married 

(106) We  tluka   asi-mama/ ko-ta     melepi de-na 
2SG clothes carry-SS, back-SRCE face   do-PERF 

When you were getting dressed, you put your clothes on back to front (and they're still back to 
front). 

4.2.3.5.3 Iterative aspect 

See 1 Iterative Aspect 

4.2.3.5.4 Habitual aspect 

Kamula recognises a habitual form, encoded by -mdemdemdemde 'HABIT', which signals the present habitual. It is 

possible to have a past habitual form by affixing -wawawawa 'FP' to -mdemdemdemde, a reported past form by affixing -yoyoyoyo 

'RP' to -mdemdemdemde and also a conditional habitual encoded by the stem plus -mdiemdiemdiemdie. 

(107) Sitoa plaises pota   di   dla  heta-mde 
shop  price   INTENS high LOC  go_up-HABIT 

Store prices are going up. 
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(108) Na: yimlala-ye   pulusupa    tlo  ili-mde 
1SG children-FOC grasshopper only feedPL-HABIT 

I only feed my children with grasshoppers. 

(109) Yi-ta    haploma dali di   dla ha:ha:-mde-yo 
3PL-SRCE all     tree high LOC standPL-HABIT-RP 

They all used to live up trees. 

(110) Yi  directors-ta-po    Moresby tlu-me/ 
3SG directors-SRCE-FOC Moresby go_down-SP.SEQ 

 ese- mdie/         kokale-le     pato nati-mde 
story-HAB.CONDIT  difficult-NOM big  see-HABIT 

It's always very difficult when their directors go down to Moresby to have meetings. 

(111) opa-ta   koa   toale-mdie/      koa   dali-ye  wosta-mde-po 
man-SRCE canoe carve-HAB.CONDIT canoe tree-FOC fell-HABIT-REAL 

Whenever men carve a canoe, they chop down a canoe tree (first). 

(112) E-pa-mde-wa 
DEM-do-HABIT-FP 

That's what we used to do 

The habitual aspect suffix can also be used to encode the notion of 'ever' (interrogative see 1) or 'never' 

(when negated, see 1) having done something'. 

4.2.3.6 Infinitive 

 +stem +FUT +e 

The infinitive is encoded by the verb stem followed by the future morpheme -lolololo- followed by -eeee 'INF'. 

The infinitive functions in certain types of sentence complementation (see 1), or with asekaasekaasekaaseka 'before' 

(see 1) or as a nominalised verb (see 1). 

4.2.3.7 Illocutionary force 

The Kamula verb is inflected for the following types of illocutionary force: 

 imperative, prohibitive, hortative, interrogative 

4.2.3.7.1 Imperative 

  +stem +IMPER 
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The imperative is encoded by the suffixes -nenenene 'SG.IMPER'  and -yayayaya 'PL.IMPER' affixed on the verb 

stem. (The suffix always agrees in number with the subject).  

[-yayayaya has a colloquial variant, -yeyeyeye, which is completely interchangeable with -yayayaya]. 

(113) pola-ne 
sit-SG.IMPER 

Sit! (one person) 

(114) pope-ya 
sitPL-PL.IMPER 

Sit! (more than one person) 

If a plural verb stem exists, the stem agrees in number with the object (in a transitive clause). Thus, the 

following combinations are possible: 

(115) sipolo ha-ne 
lemon  take-SG.IMPER. 

(one person) take one lemon! 

(116) sipolo holoma-ne 
lemon  takePL-SG.IMPER. 

(one person) take several lemons! 

(117) sipolo ha-ya 
lemon  take-PL.IMPER 

(more than one person) take one lemon! 

(118) sipolo holoma-ya 
lemon  takePL-PL.IMPER 

(more than one person) take several lemons! 

4.2.3.7.2 Prohibitive 

 +stem + PROHIB 

The negative imperative is encoded by the suffix -miamiamiamia 'PROHIB' affixed on the verb stem. (The 

prohibitive suffix does not distinguish between singular and plural subject).   

[-miamiamiamia has a colloquial variant -miomiomiomio which is completely interchangeable with -miamiamiamia.] 

(119) am-mia 
cry-PROHIB 

Don't cry! 

(120) ele-mia 
sleep-PROHIB 

(one person) Don't sleep! 
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(121) hutie-mia 
sleepPL-PROHIB 

(more than one person) Don't sleep! 

(122) oka:pe    moko hamasta-mia 
bush_fowl egg  throw_away-PROHIB 

(one or more than one person) Don't throw away the bush-fowl egg! 

(123) oka:pe    moko plolo-mia 
bush_fowl egg  throw_awayPL-PROHIB 

(one or more than one person) Don't throw away the bush-fowl eggs! 

4.2.3.7.3 Hortative 

 + stem +FUT +HORT 

The hortative is encoded by the future morheme -lolololo- followed by the suffix -aaaa 'HORT' affixed on the 

verb stem. 

(124) sisilamo-lo-a 
shout-FUT-HORT 

Let's shout! 

(125) ewala totomo-lo-a 
stone look_for-FUT-HORT 

Let's look for (one or more) stones! 

As in (116) and (123) above, the plural stem is used, in a transitive clause, to indicate the number of 

object. Thus: 

(126) aya   ha-lo-a 
house build-HORT 

Let's build a house! 

(127) aya   holomo-lo-a 
house buildPL-HORT 

Let's build some houses! 

4.2.3.7.4 Interrogative 

5 interrogative forms are distinguished: present interrogative, near past interrogative, far past 

interrogative, future interrogative and habitual mood interrogative. All verb words have the same form 

for both content and polar questions. 
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4.2.3.7.4.1 Present Interrogative 

 ±ASP +stem +PRES.INTER 

The present interrogative is encoded by the suffix -memememe 'PRES.INTER' added to the verb stem.The 

aspect prefix -mamamama 'ASP' optionally precedes the stem. 

(128) we  hadima ta-me? 
2SG where  go-PRES.INTER 

Where are you going? 

(129) ye  hete ma-kede-me? 
3SG leg  ASP-be_good-PRES.INTER 

Is his leg better? 

4.2.3.7.4.2 Near Past Interrogative 

 ±ASP +stemINTER 

The near past interrogative is irregular. It is generally encoded not by affixation on the verb stem but 

by the verb stem taking a different form, this form often having a final -o or -i. If the stem has a final: 

1. -u, then there is no change 

(130) Na: daya yu. 
1SG sago hit 

I made sago 

(131) We  hadima daya yu? 
2SG where  sago hit 

Where did you make sago? 

2. -a,  this becomes -o in the interrogative form: 

(132) Olea ye  a      alila ela 
Olea 3SG father day   sleep 

Olea's father slept during the day. 

(133) Ye  moku dla elo? 
3SG bush LOC sleepINTER 

Did he sleep in the bush? 

3. -e,  this either becomes -i, or there is no change, or the -e remains and the -i is suffixed to that. 

(134) Wole  watapo  amalo sole 
Women today   fish  throw 

The women were fishing today. 
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(135) Kapala kama-le      a:ya-ta    soli? 
Skin   be_white-NOM woman-SRCE throwINTER 

Did the white skin woman fish? 

(136) Na: bolomoko   ma-de 
1SG grapefruit ASP-eat 

I ate the grapefruit already. 

(137) We  bolomoko   pato ma-de? 
2SG grapefruit big  ASP-eat 

Did you eat the big grapefruit? 

(138) Opa pleini sapa  dla pope 
Men plane  field LOC sit 

The men were sitting on the airstrip. 

(139) Yie adipelati e   dla popei? 
3PL why       DEM LOC sitINTER 

Why were they sitting there? 

4. -i,  there is no change or the -i is duplicated 

(140) Na: ilama ome   aya   dla nati 
1SG snake feces house LOC see 

I saw a snake at the toilet. 

(141) Benji-ta   nati? 
Benji-SRCE see 

Did Benji see (it)? 

(142) Ye  amka-dlo-ta    tubi  hapi. 
3SG friend-PL-SRCE arrow givePL 

His friends gave him the arrows. 

(143) Adisua-te      hapii? 
How_many-INTER givePLINTER 

How many did they give him? 

5. -a,  then -i is added 

(144) Na: daya ma-ha: 
1SG sago ASP-cook 

I've cooked sago. 

(145) Apa  daya ma-ha:i? 
What sago ASP-cookINTER 

What kind of sago did you cook? 
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4.2.3.7.4.3 Far Past Interrogative 

  ±ASP +stem +FP 

The far past interrogative is morphologically identical to the far past declarative form in that it is 

encoded by the far past suffix '-wawawawa'. (There is a slight intonation difference, see (1)) 

(146) Di  tatla     dlapa    ha-la    ta-wa 
1PL yesterday firewood take-SER go-FP 

We went to get firewood yesterday. 

(147) Uwe tatla     dlapa    ha-la    ta-wa? 
2PL yesterday firewood take-SER go-FP 

Did you go to get firewood yesterday? 

4.2.3.7.4.4 Future Interrogative 

 +stem +DEF 

The future interrogative is encoded by the suffix -pepepepe 'DEF' affixed on the verb stem. (cf (1) Definite 

future declarative mood, where 'DEF' is affixed on the stem plus -lo- 'FUT'). 

(148) mo    i   adipelati saliyomta-pe? 
place DEM why       leave-DEF 

Why leave this place? 

(149) We  ila-me/ pu-pe? 
2SG return  come-DEF 

Are you coming back? 

4.2.3.7.4.5 Habitual Mood Interrogative 

 +stem +HAB.INTER 

The habitual mood interrogative is encoded by -mdimdimdimdi 'HAB.INTER' 

(150) Kamenato ye  a      melo     tluka   hoa-mdi? 
Kamenato 3SG father 3SG.REFL clothes wash-HAB.INTER 

Does Kaminato's father wash his clothes himself? 

(151) We  daya yu-la   ta-mama/ ana mate   ta-mdi? 
2SG sago hit-SER go-SS,   who ACCIMP go-HAB.INTER 

When you go to make sago, who do you go with? 
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(152) We  yimlala  apa  alisisi ili-mdi? 
2SG children what thing   feed-HAB.INTER 

What kind of food do you feed your children? 

The habitual interrogative can also encode the notion of 'have you ever done/seen etc something/?' 

(153) We  Moresby nati-mdi? 
2SG Moresby see-HAB.INTER 

Have you ever seen Moresby? 

4.2.3.8 Negation 

4.2.3.8.1 Non-future negative verb word 

 +NEG +stem +tense/aspect 

The non-future verb word is inflected for negation by the obligatory negative prefix popopopo- 'NEG' 

followed by the stem followed by a tense/aspect suffix. In the present tense and the present habitual 

mood, the negative morpheme becomes a discontinous one, encoded by popopopo- 'NEG' (preceding the 

stem) and -sesesese 'NEG' following the stem. 

(154) Ye  po-sialade-se-ma 
3SG NEG-be_angry-NEG-PRES 

She's not angry. 

(155) Na: wata  utla:la po-ela-na 
1SG today night   NEG-sleep-PERF 

I didn't sleep last night. 

The negative habitual aspect encodes the notion of not being in the habit of doing something or the 

notion of never having done/seen something. 

(156) Na: sipala    po-de-se-mde 
1SG crocodile NEG-eat-NEG-HABIT 

I've never eaten a crocodile or I don't normally eat crocodiles. 

4.2.3.8.2 Future negative verb word 

 +NEG +stem +FUT +HORT 

The future negative verb word is encoded by the obligatory negative prefix ppppo- 'NEG' followed by the 

stem followed obligatorily by the future morpheme (-lolololo-) followed by the hortative suffix -aaaa 'HORT' 

(157) Na: Samokopa dla po-ta-lo-a 
1SG Samokopa LOC NEG-go-FUT-HORT 

I'm not going to Samokopa 
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(158) Di  sokomoko hema aya   amko po-ha-lo-a 
1PL year     here house new  NEG-do-FUT-HORT 

We won't be building a new house this year. 
Summary Table of Negative Verb Forms 

 gloss  present past rep.past future habitual 
 come po-pua-se-ma po-pua-na po-pua-yo po-pu-lo-a po-pua-se-
mde 
 kill po-yu-se-ma po-yu-na po-yu-yo po-yu-lo-a po-yu-se-mde 
 take po-ha-se-ma po-ha-na po-ha-yo po-ha-lo-a po-ha-se-mde 
 go po-ta-se-ma po-ta-na po-ta-yo po-ta-lo-a po-ta-se-mde 

(see also 1 for Negative Verb Phrase) 

4.3 Adjective 

4.3.1 Real Adjectives 

There is a small closed class of real adjectives which are not derived from any other word class. These 

are: 

pato 'big' 
yikemala/yimkamala 'small' 
amko 'new' 
takala 'old' 
kepi 'good' 
ikadepe 'real, true' 
pesekalo 'raw, alive' 
 

The adjective occurs as an optional element in the NP periphery: 

(159) Ati aya   amko de? 
Ati house new  where 

Where is Ati's new house? 

(160) Koa   pato i 
canoe big  DEM 

This big canoe. 

(161) Amku kalio pate pesekalo da-m-siama-wa 
Amku prawn claw raw eat-SP.SEQ-wander-FP 

Amku was going around eating raw prawns' pincers. 

The adjective can also function as the head of a complementary phrase (see 1): 
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(162) Taiatila sos-ye/    pota   pato 
Thyatira church-FOC INTENS big 

The Thyatira church is very big. 

(163) Tlikali i/  takala 
steps   DEM old 

These steps are old. 

4.3.2 Encoding Adjectival Notions 

In addition to these real adjectives, there are other means of encoding an adjectival notion. One way is 

by using the derived noun which has the suffix -lelelele 'NOM' (see 1). This kind of verbal noun can be used 

in the adjective slot in the NP periphery. [However, in general, these nouns normally function as the 

head of the NP or as an appositional noun in the NP]. 

(164) Dali sikemte selema-le   ha-la    ta-ne 
tree INTENS  be_long-NOM take-SER go-SG.IMPER 

Go and get a very long post! 

(165) A:ya  kie-le       hu         teleta 
woman BE-short-NOM over_there run_away 

The short woman over there ran away. 

Another way of encoding an adjectival notion is by suffixing -nananana 'PERF' to the verb stem. This form 

functions as the head of a complementary phrase. [However, in general, the verb stem suffixed with -

nananana functions as the present perfect (see 1) and cannot be intensified by pota/sikemtepota/sikemtepota/sikemtepota/sikemte 'INTENS'.] 

(166) Tuma   e/  nama-na 
banana DEM be_ripe-PERF 

That banana is ripe. 

(167) Koko i-ye/   pota   ulugiema-na 
Way  DEM-FOC INTENS be_strange-PERF 

This is a very strange thing. 

4.3.3 Plural Adjectives 

Only two of the real adjectives have plural forms: 

 gloss singular plural 
 big pato patoto 
 small yimkamala
 yimkesili 
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(168) Alia patoto nati-ya 
pig  bigPL  see-PL.IMPER 

Look at the big pigs! 

The other real adjectives do not have plural forms: 

(169) MAF pleini amko pasata-na    hutie-ma 
MAF plane  new  be_many-PERF sleepPL-PRES 

There are a lot of new MAF planes. 

The verbal/nominal forms encoding adjectival notions form their plural in the same way that the verb 

they are derived from does, eg by partial reduplication of the verb stem. 

(170) Koko ka:-ka:de-le   holoma-ya! 
Way  PL-be_good-NOM doPL-PL.IMPER 

Do good things! 

(171) Ye  hete ki-kie-na 
3SG leg  PL-be_short-PERF 

Her legs are short. 

4.3.4 Negation of adjectives 

 +NEG +ADJ 

There are 2 ways of negating an adjective: one way is to use the negative clitic po-. Thus: 

amkoamkoamkoamko 'new' becomes    popopopo----amkoamkoamkoamko 'not new' 

ikaikaikaikadepedepedepedepe 'real' becomes    popopopo----ikadepeikadepeikadepeikadepe 'not real' 
 

An alternative way is to prefix the adjective with the discontinous negative morpheme po...se (cf 1 

Negative Verb Word, where the discontinous morpheme occurs on either side of stem). The difference 

between the 2 forms seems to be that when the discontinous morheme is used, the meaning is 'not 

very' as opposed to 'not'. Thus: 

patopatopatopato 'big' becomes popopopo----sesesese----patopatopatopato 'not very big' 

takalatakalatakalatakala 'old' becomes popopopo----sesesese----takalatakalatakalatakala 'not very old' 
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4.4 Adverb 

4.4.1 Adverbs of Manner 

There is a small class of adverbs of manner which function as an optional element in the VP. These are 

hapelehapelehapelehapele 'quickly', holomaholomaholomaholoma 'carefully/slowly' kepikepikepikepi 'well', hemelehemelehemelehemele 'secretly' and tokoipotokoipotokoipotokoipo 'suddenly'. 

(172) Holoma    ta-ne! 
carefully go-Sg.IMPER 

Go carefully! 

(173) Owa-yemala kepi kili-m-sele-mde 
Baby-DIM   well crawl-SP.SEQ-wander-HABIT 

The baby crawls around well. 

(174) we  we-amkale  plita hemele   uha-yo 
2SG 2SG-friend plate secretly steal-RP 

I've heard that you secretly stole your friend's plate. 

4.4.2 Adverbial notions of manner 

Adverbial notions of manner are encoded by using a phrase consisting of the nominalised verb (type 2) 

followed by matematematemate 

'ACCOMP' (see 1 Accompanitive Phrase). Thus: 

hutu-le mate 'obediently' 
sie-le mate 'happily' 
wote-le mate 'fearfully' 
sade-le mate 'peacefully' 

4.4.3 Adverbs of time 

There are several adverbs of time which generally occur in the slot between the subject and object. 

These are: watawatawatawata 'today/now', tatlatatlatatlatatla 'yesterday', ielaielaielaiela 'tomorrow', poatapoatapoatapoata 'a long time', alaalaalaala 'still', matakepimatakepimatakepimatakepi 

'soon', alotlealotlealotlealotle 'later', ka:paka:paka:paka:pa 'before/first', ma/madipo/mamiske/matlema/madipo/mamiske/matlema/madipo/mamiske/matlema/madipo/mamiske/matle 'again' plus all the days of the week 

ie MandeMandeMandeMande, TusdeTusdeTusdeTusde, WedensdeWedensdeWedensdeWedensde, TesdeTesdeTesdeTesde, PlaidePlaidePlaidePlaide, SaleleSaleleSaleleSalele, SandeSandeSandeSande. 

(175 Di  tatla     ima-le    yu   ma-dale-wa-po 
1PL yesterday teach-NOM word ASP-hear-FP-REAL 

We heard the announcement yesterday. 
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(176) We  poata     dakase aya dla hala-wa 
2SG long_time bush_house LOC stand-FP 

You stayed in your bush house for a long time. 

(177) Epelati  na: ma    koa   ha-lo-ama. 
and_then 1SG again canoe take-FUT-NEUT 

And then I will take the canoe again (and go). 

For more information on the adverbs of time see 1 Temporal Phrase. 

4.4.4 Adverbs of location 

There are 3 locative adverbs. They generally occur in the slot between the subject and object. 

hema 'here' 
huma 'over there' (far away, but visible) 
hu 'over there' (far away, generally out of sight) 
 

(178) Uwe hema pleini sapa  ha-ya! 
2PL here plane  field do-PL.IMPER 

Build the airstrip here! 

(179) Na: dasoso     hu 
1SG sago_place over_there 

My sago place is away over there (Pointing in direction) 

For more information about adverbs of location see 1 Locative Phrase. 

4.5 Intensifiers 

Two intensifier words have been identified: 

sikemte 'very'/'a lot' 
pota 'very' 
 

They function either as an optional element in the VP (180,181)or as a modifier of an adjective in the 

NP periphery (182) or as a modifier in the Adjective Phrase (183). 

(180) Na: a      yenesama sikemte ha-m-hala-ma 
1SG father picture  INTENS  do-SP.SEQ-stand-PRES 

My father is taking a lot of pictures. 
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(181) Na: pota   wote-ma 
1SG INTENS afraid-PRES 

I'm very scared. 

(182) Sotome ye  a-ta        pelo       pota   pato hau-wa 
Sotome 3SG father-SRCE barramundi INTENS big  take-FP 

Sotome's father caught a huge barramundi. 

(183) Na: dakase aya   dla hala-lalo alia-ye sikemte kasilama-na 
1SG bush   house LOC stand-NOM pig-FOC INTENS  irritate-PERF 

My pig at the bush house is very bad-tempered. 

4.6 Pronouns 

4.6.1 Personal Pronouns 

4.6.1.1 Subject/Object/Possessive Pronouns 

Subject, object and possessive pronouns have the same form: 

(184) Di  eme       ha-la    ta-lo-epo 
1PL sago_leaf take-SER go-FUT-NEUT 

We're going to go and get sago leaves. 

(185) Ye-ta    di  nati 
3SG-SRCE 1PL see 

He saw us 

(186) God-ta   di  koko mala-mde 
God-SRCE 1PL way  know-HABIT 

God knows our ways. 

4.6.1.2 Reflexive Pronoun 

Reflexive pronouns agree in person and number with the subject. 

(187) Di  bidlo    yuha-m-pope 
1PL 1PL.REFL talk-SP.SEQ-sitPL 

We talked amongst ourselves 
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(188) Na: monolo   alotle to-wa 
1SG 1SG.REFL later  go-FP 

I went by myself later/ I myself went later. 

It is possible to suffix -pepepepe 'EMPH' to the reflexive pronoun which gives a more emphatic meaning, 

roughly equivalent to 'all by my/your etc self'. 

(189) Peter ye  wai    melo-pe       aya   dla ela-wa 
Peter 3SG mother 3SG.REFL-EMPH house LOC sleep-FP 

Peter's mother slept all by herself in the house. 

(190) sipala    mate   alia mate   milo-pe  ha:ha:-yo 
crocodile ACCOMP pig  ACCOMP 3PL-EMPH standPL-RP 

The crocodile and the pig were all by themselves. 

4.6.1.3 Reciprocal Pronoun 

Reciprocal pronouns agree in person and number with the subject. 

(191) Ye  yeskamu   aipeya-ta   tokole 
3SG 3SG.RECIP knife-INSTR cut 

He cut himself with a knife. 

(192) Di  diskamu   gade-mde 
1PL 1PL.RECIP help-HABIT 

We help each other. 

4.6.1.4 Summary Table of Pronouns 

 sub/obj/poss. refl recip 
1.sg na: monolo naskamu 
2.sg we molo
 waskamu 
3.sg ye melo yeskamu 
 
1.pl die/di bidlo diskamu 
2.pl uwe mulo
 wuskamu 
3.pl yie/yi milo yiskamu 

4.7 Interrogatives 

Kamula has 9 content question words. They are used as follows: 
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anta 'who?'  

When antaantaantaanta is used, there is an obligatory verb in the clause. 

(193) anta tatla     po-wa? 
who  yesterday die-FP 

Who died yesterday? 

ana 'who?'  

When anaanaanaana used, there is an obligatory absence of a verb in the clause and the interrogative clitic -tetetete 

'INTER' is obligatorily present.(see 1) 

(194) Ye  ana-te 
3SG who-INTERR 

Who is it? 

anaanaanaana can also mean 'whose' when followed by a noun plus -tetetete 'INTER' or tetetetetetetete 'POSSESS' plus -tetetete 

'INTER' 

(195) ana alia- te? 
who pig-INTER 

Whose pig is it? 

(196) ana tete- te? 
who POSSESS-INTER 

Whose is it? 

apa 'what' 

(197) We  yimlala  apa  alisisi ili-mdi? 
2SG children what thing   feedPL-HAB.INTER 

What do you feed your children? 

(198) Ye  apa-te? 
3SG what-INTER 

What is it? 

hadima 'where to/from?' 

(199) Ye  hadima ta-me? 
3SG where  go-PRES.INTER 

Where is she going? 

(200) Uwe eme       hadima hau-wa? 
2PL sago_leaf where  take-FP 

Where did you get the sago leaves from? 
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de 'where'  

When dededede is used, there is an obligatory absence of a verb 

(201) we  a      de? 
2SG father where 

Where is your father? 

adi 'which' 

(202 ye  adi   solta-me? 
3SG which want-PRES.INTER 

Which (one) does she want? 

adiadiadiadi can also be inflected with the present interrogative morpheme: 

(203) we adi-me 
2SG which-PRES.INTER 

What's wrong with you? 
 

adiadiadiadi 'which' has been compounded with the pro-verb papapapa 'do' (see 1 Pro-forms) and various suffixes to 

form new lexicalised interrogative words. These are: 

adipelalo  This means 'when?' and is derived from adiadiadiadi 'which', papapapa 'do' and lalolalolalolalo 'NOM' 

(204) Uwe adipelalo ila-me/ pu-pe? 
2PL when      return  come-DF 

When are you coming back? 

adipelati This means 'why?' and is derived from adiadiadiadi 'which', papapapa 'do' and latilatilatilati 'DS' 

(205) Ye  adipelati po-pua-na? 
3SG why       NEG-come-PERF 

Why didn't she come? 

adipo This means 'how?' and is derived form adiadiadiadi 'which' and ----popopopo 'EQUAT' 

(206) Opa adipo kalio  ha-mdi? 
men how   prawns take-HAB.INTER 

How do people catch prawns? 

adisuate This means 'how many?' and is derived from adiadiadiadi 'which', suasuasuasua 'COMPAR' and tetetete 

'INTER' 

(207) We  yimlala  adisuate? 
2SG children how_many 

How many children do you have? 
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4.8 Demonstratives 

Kamula has the following two demonstratives: 

i 'this/these' 
e 'that/those'(visible) 
 

They function as an optional element in the NP periphery. 

(208) alia i   wole-te? 
pig  DEM yours-INTER 

Is this/are these pig(s) yours? 

(209) dali patoto e   wosta-ne! 
tree bigPL  DEM fell-SG.IMPER 

Cut down those big trees! 

4.9 Pro-forms 

4.9.1 Pro-verbs 

Kamula has one pro-verb papapapa 'do' which functions as follows: 

4.9.1.1 Conjunctions 

A main use of papapapa 'do' can be seen in the formation of conjunctions (see 1). 

4.9.1.2 Introduction/Conclusion 

papapapa 'do' often occurs at the beginning or end of a narrative text, obligatorily prefixed with eeee 'DEM' and 

taking normal verb inflection. 

(210) e-pa-wa 
DEM-do-FP 

It was like this... 

(211) e-pa-mde-po 
DEM-do-HABIT-REAL 

That's how we do it. 
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4.9.2 Pro-adverb 

papapapa has also been used to form the lexicalised pro-adverbs/pro-adjectives: 

i-pa-pele 'like this' 
e-pa-pele 'like that' 
 

(212) aya   ipapele 
house like_this 

A house like this. 

4.9.2.1 Interrogatively 

papapapa also functions to ask a question meaning 'What happened/What's the matter?' 

(213) we  adi   pi 
2SG which doINTER 

What happened? 

4.9.3 Negative verbs 

There are three negative verbs: yiliemayiliemayiliemayiliema 'not to know/understand',  alimaalimaalimaalima 'to dislike' and pa:mapa:mapa:mapa:ma 'to be 

without'. They function exactly the same as any other verb. 

(214) We  oloma  e   dla kapala diki-na       so     koko yilie-wa 
2SG moment DEM LOC skin   be_black-PERF people way  not_understand-FP 

You didn't understand the black people's ways then. 

(215) Na: buklopa         sikemte ali-mde 
1SG giant_sago_grub INTENS  dislike-HABIT 

I really dislike giant sago grubs. 

(216) toto-yemala  inoma pa:-yo 
ancestor-DIM eye   without-RP 

The old man was blind.(Lit. had no eyes.) 

4.10 Postpositions 

There are 4 postpositional words: 

dla 'LOC/ALL'(at/to) 
tle 'ABL' (from/by) 
watle 'DAT/BEN' (recipient/beneficiary) 
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eleme 'ACCOMP' (accompanitive) 
 

dla/tledla/tledla/tledla/tle function as an obligatory element in the Locative Phrase type 1 (see 1) and dladladladla functions also 

functions as an optional element in the Temporal Phrase (see 1). 

4.11 Numerals/Quantifiers 

4.11.1 Numerals 

The mathematical base for the numerical system is two. Thus: 

hatlope 'one' 
dapiamte 'two' 
dapatlope 'three' (two, one) 
dapiamte dapiamte 'four' (two, two) 
dapiamte dapiamte hatlope 'five' (two, two, one) 
 

[dobadledobadledobadledobadle (lit. 'fist') is an alternative way of saying five]. 

In general, the older people use the above numerals and/or their fingers to count. If above ten, they use 

one of the quantifiers below. The younger generation normally use the English numerals. 

Cardinal numerals function as an optional element in the NP periphery. 

itapuitapuitapuitapu  'first' and moskulumoskulumoskulumoskulu  'last' are the only ordinal numbers and function as a qualifying noun to the 

head noun or in the adverb slot. 

(217) moskulu alila 
last    day 

The last day. 

(218) Kalapi itapu pu-wa 
Kalapi first come-FP 

Kalapi came first. 

4.11.2 Quantifiers 

Quantifiers form a closed class: 

pasata-na/le 'a lot, many' (in one place, eg string bag) 
wokasema-na/le 'a lot, many' (scattered, eg in the bush) 
kwa:ta 'a few, not full' 
pasto 'a few' 
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haploma 'all' 
 

The adjectives patopatopatopato 'big' and yikemalayikemalayikemalayikemala/yimkamala 'small' can also be used as quantifiers, encoding 'a 

lot' and 'a few' respectively: 

(219) opa pato 
men big 

A lot of people 

Quantifiers can be negated, using the discontinous negative morpheme (cf negation of adjectives). 

po-se-wokasema-na 'not many' 
po-se-pasto 'not a few' 
 

Quantifiers cannot be intensified morphologically/lexically. Suprasegmentals (lengthening of 

vowel/high pitch) are used to encode the notion of 'very many/few'etc. 

4.12 Conjunctions 

The causal and temporal conjunctions are all lexicalised words generally derived from a combination 

of eeee 'DEM', the pro-verb papapapa 'do' and a temporal sequential/simultaneous suffix. 

4.12.1 Causal Conjunctions 

There are 2 conjunctions which occur sentence initially and encode the notion of 'therefore/and so/so'. 

These are: epedemeepedemeepedemeepedeme and epapdemeepapdemeepapdemeepapdeme. They seem to be derived from eeee 'DEM', the pro-verb papapapa 'do', the 

generic verb dededede 'do' and ----memememe 'IMM.SEQ'. No difference in meaning has been observed. Their use 

appears to depend on the preference of the speaker. epedemeepedemeepedemeepedeme is far more commonly used than 

epapdemeepapdemeepapdemeepapdeme. 

amasiamaamasiamaamasiamaamasiama 'however' is another causal conjunction, also used only sentence initially (see 1 Concessive 

sentence). 

4.12.2 Temporal Conjunctions 

There are 2 conjunctions which, most commonly, occur sentence initially (although they are also 

found, infrequently, interclausally). These are epelaepelaepelaepela and epelatiepelatiepelatiepelati, which are used interchangeably and 

encode the notions of 'and/and then'. epela seems to be derived from eeee 'DEM', the pro-verb papapapa 'do' and 

-lalalala 'SER'. epelatiepelatiepelatiepelati is derived from eeee 'DEM', papapapa 'do' and ----latilatilatilati 'DS'. epeepeepeepelatilatilatilati is by far the more commonly 

used. 
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epoepoepoepo and epameepameepameepame also mean 'and/and then'. epoepoepoepo is derived from eeee 'DEM' and -popopopo 'IMM.SEQ' while epameepameepameepame 

is derived from eeee 'DEM', papapapa 'do' and -memememe 'IMM.SEQ'. They can occur sentence initially, interclausally 

and in the Co-ordinate Noun Phrase (see 1). 

depodepodepodepo (dededede- 'do', -popopopo 'IMM.SEQ') and depamedepamedepamedepame (dededede- 'do', papapapa 'do' and -----memememe IMM.SEQ') 'and/and then' only 

occur interclausally. 

These 6 temporal conjunctions serve to link clauses and sentences together, generally in narration of 

sequential events, underlining that one event is completed before the next one starts. 

(see also sections on Clausal Conjunctions 1 and Anaphora 1.) 

4.13 Interjections 

The following interjections have been observed: 

woya 'dismay/shock' 
uwa: 'disbelief/surprise' 
ha 'mild surprise' 
aye 'dislike' 
ya 'is that so?/Oh!' 
haiya 'looks/smells good' 

Interjections occur clause initially or by themselves (as a response/reaction to a piece of 

news/situation). 

(220) "Na: mo    dla daya ikadepe hawa." "uwa:" 
1SG  place LOC sago real    NEG     INTERJ 

"We don't have sago in my country." "My goodness!" 

(221) sipala-ta      kwaka nati-pame    e-po      atla-yo/ 'Haiya, haiya!' 
crocodile-SRCE frog  see-NEUT.SEQ DEM-EQUAT say-RP    INTERJ INTERJ 

The crocodile saw the frog and said, 'Oh, yummy, yummy!' 

4.14 Negators 

There are 3 negator words in Kamula: hawa hawa hawa hawa, hauhauhauhau, eeee eeee. They are used in the following ways: 

4.14.1 Response to polar questions 

hauhauhauhau and eeee eeee are used interchangeably in response to polar questions. hauhauhauhau tends to be more emphatic. 
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(222) "We Kalamo aya   dla to?"    " hau". 
2SG Kalamo house LOC goINTER  NEG 

"Did you go to Kalamo corner?" "No". 

(223) "Sigame ye  wai    esie-m-ele-me?"            " e e." 
Sigame  3SG mother ill-SP.SEQ-sleep-PRES.INTER NEG 

"Is Sigame's mother ill?" "No". 

4.14.2 Replaces predicate in Existential Clause 

hawahawahawahawa 'NEG' can be used to replace the predicate in the negative existential clause. (The existential verb 

can optionally co-occur. See 1) 

(224) Ye  duli       dulu   dla amalo hawa 
3SG string_bag inside LOC fish  NEG 

There are no fish inside his bag. 

(225) wata  2 oklok   dla inoma suma-le   hawa 
today 2 o'clock LOC eye   shoot-NOM NEG 

There's no service at 2 o'clock today. 

4.15 Clitics 

4.15.1  -ta  'SOURCE' 
-tatatata is used both to indicate grammatical relations (see 1) and, (particularly when followed by ----popopopo 

'TOP'), at a discourse level to indicate the subject of the sentence. (see 1 for a fuller explanation and 

examples). 

4.15.2  -ye  'FOCUS' 

-yeyeyeye is affixed to the final word of a phrase and is used to track participants and to highlight a particular 

element in the clause/sentence (see 2 for a fuller explanation and examples). 

4.15.3  po-  'NEG' 

popopopo- 'NEG' apart from functioning at word level (see 1) also functions as a noun phrase negative clitic. 

It is always prefixed on the first word of the NP: 
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(226) Ye  po-sukulu  a:ya 
3SG NEG-school woman 

She's not an educated woman. 

(227) I-ye    po-na:  koko 
DEM-FOC NEG-1SG way 

This is not my business. 

4.15.4  -te  'INTER' 

The interrogative clitic -tetetete can be suffixed on the final word of a phrase to encode an interrogative 

phrase. Most commonly it is the NP which is affixed in this way. 

(228) alia pato-te 
pig  big-INTER 

Is it a big pig? 

[-tetetete 'INTER' is also used with interrogative words, see 1] 
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5. PHRASE STRUCTURE 

5.1 Noun Phrase 

5.1.1 General Noun Phrase 

 +N ±NP periph 

The general noun phrase consists of an obligatory noun, which is the head of the phrase, optionally 

followed by a NP periphery. 

5.1.1.1 NP periphery 

 ±INTENS ±ADJn ±QUANT./NUM ±DEM ±REFL/RECIP 

The order of the peripheral elements generally follows the order above: the intensifier obligatorily 

precedes the adjective(s) (which can be an adjectival noun type 2, see 1), followed by a quantifier or 

numeral, followed by a demonstrative, with the reflexive or reciprocal pronoun always the final 

element. 

The normal number of peripheral elements generally does not exceed 2 or 3. 

(229) wole daya yu-la ta 
women sago hit-SER go 

The women went to make sago. 

(230) Koko weyama-le  e   nati-la ta-lo-a! 
way  appear-NOM DEM see-SER go-FUT-HORT 

Let's go and see what has happened! 

(231) opa-ta   tamili pato ulugiema-le nati-yo 
men-SRCE star   big  strange-NOM see-RP 

The men saw a big, strange star. 

(232) Opa haploma daya de-m-pope 
men all     sago eat-SP.SEQ-sitPL 

All the men were eating 
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(233) Na: kisiwale pesekalo hatlope de-wa 
1SG fish     raw      one     eat-FP 

I ate one raw fish 

(234) Dali sikemte selema-le e-ye    ha-m-pua-ya! 
tree INTENS  long-NOM  DEM-FOC take-SP.SEQ-come-PL.IMPER 

Go and get that very long post! 

(235) Kamenato ye  a      melo     tluka   hoa-mdi? 
Kamenato 3SG father 3SG.REFL clothes wash-HAB.INTER 

Does Kaminato's father wash his clothes himself? 

5.1.2 Possessed Noun Phrase 

 +possessor + N ±NPperiph 

The possessed NP consists of an obligatory possessor followed by an obligatory noun (the head of the 

phrase) followed optionally by a NP periphery. 

5.1.2.1 Possessor 

 +proper noun/pronoun/(proper noun + pronoun) 

The possessor consists of either an obligatory proper noun or an obligatory pronoun or an obligatory 

proper noun plus pronoun. With some inalienably possessed nouns, the pronoun appears as a bound 

prefix on the noun, rather than as a separate word.(ex. 239) 

(236) Na: aipeya hadima ele-me? 
1SG knife  where  sleep-PRES.INTER 

Where's my knife? 

(237) Ati aya   takala holu-mde 
Ati house old    sway-HABIT 

Ati's old house is not very steady. 

(238) God ye  banakaka e-po      atla-yo... 
God 3SG angel    DEM-EQUAT say-RP 

God's angel said... 

(239) Weyamo ye-ami  pato sukulu po-de-se-mde 
Weyamo 3SG-son big  school NEG-do-NEG-HABIT 

Weyamo's older son doesn't go to school. 
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5.1.3 Demonstrative Noun Phrase 

 +DEM 

The demonstrative NP consists of an obligatory demonstrative 

(240) i   we  mo-te? 
DEM 2SG place-INTER 

Is this your land? 

5.1.4 Proper Noun/Pronoun Phrase 

 +Nprop/Pronoun ±reflex./recip. 

This type of NP consists of an obligatory proper noun or pronoun (the head of the phrase) followed 

optionally by a reflexive or reciprocal pronoun. 

(241) Di  oko  ha-m-pope-ma 
1PL work do-SP.SEQ-sitPL-PRES 

We're working. 

(242) Na: monolo   aya   dla ela 
1SG 1SG.REFL house LOC sleep 

I slept in the house by myself 

(243) Peter yeskamu   aipeya-ta  tokole 
Peter 3SG.RECIP knife-SRCE cut 

Peter cut himself with a knife 

5.1.5 Co-ordinate Noun Phrase 

 + NP ±ACCOMP ±CONJ ±NP ±ACCOMP ±CONJ ±NPperiph 

The co-ordinate NP consists of at least two pairs of NP optionally followed by mate 'ACCOMP' 

followed by an optional conjunction (epoepoepoepo or epameepameepameepame 'and_then'). There is an optional NP periphery 

which can qualify the whole Co-ordinate Phrase rather than just the NP preceding it (ex. 245). 

There does not seem to be any clearly preferred way of conjoining NPs. However, the tendency seems 

to be that if there are more than 3 NPs, the 'ACCOMP' is generally omitted, while the conjunction may 

or may not be present. (see 246 and 248) If there are 2 or 3 NPs, any of the above combinations is 

common. The use of the conjunction may well be a means of giving the speaker more time to think. 
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(244) Tlu-me  Kamenato mate   kapala kama-le   mate   Ilieme mate   ma-to-
wa 

go_down Kamenato ACCOMP skin   white-NOM ACCOMP Ilieme ACCOMP ASP-go-
FP 

We went down - Kamenato, the white skin (woman) and Ilieme. 

(245) Omapla-di koko mate   ta:la-mo     koko mate   haploma gude-yo 
sky-high  way  ACCOMP ground-place way  ACCOMP all     finish-RP 

Everything in the sky and everything in the earth was finished. 

(246) Di  kalio yawa kosami kauwokalopa ma-ha 
1PL prawn fish fish   cray_fish   ASP-take 

We caught prawns, two types of small fish and cray fish. 

(247) di  haploma mate   epame Kalamo tiama mate   epame uwe mate 
1PL all     ACCOMP CONJ  Kalamo team  ACCOMP CONJ  2PL ACCOMP 

All of us and the Kalamos and you. 

(248) a-dlo     epo  wai-dlo   epo  nana-dlo        epo  bapa-dlo 
father-PL CONJ mother-PL CONJ older_sister-PL CONJ older_brother 

Fathers, mothers, older sisters and older brothers. 

5.1.6 Nominalised Noun Phrase 

 +NPta +NPnom.vb 

The nominalised NP consists of an obligatory NP which takes the clitic -tatatata 'source' phrase finally 

followed by an obligatory NP, the head of which is a nominalised verb (type 2 or 3)(see 2). 

A nominalised NP is created when a clause becomes a noun phrase (by the original verb functioning 

as the head noun). 

(249) Na: God-ta   gade-le  e   dla nati-wa 
1SG God-SRCE help-NOM DEM LOC see FP 

I saw God's help there. 

(250) We  pilot oplami-ta atla-le dale? 
2SG pilot man-SRCE  say-NOM hear 

Did you hear what the pilot said? (ie the pilot's speech) 

(251)  Banapi-ta             watla     sipi uha-le    esema-le 
Bird_of-paradise-SRCE cassowary wing steal-NOM story-NOM 

The bird of paradise's stealing of the cassowary's wings story. 
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(252) Iela     di-ta    eme       api  ta-lo-e    alila e-po 
tomorrow 1PL-SRCE sago_leaf path go-FUT-INF day   DEM-EQUAT 

Tomorrow is our sago-leaf going day. 

5.1.7 Appositional Noun Phrase 

  +NPn +N ±NPperiph 

The Appositional NP consists of at least one obligatory NP followed by an obligatory noun (the head 

of the phrase), optionally followed by a NP periphery. 

The NP can be the General NP, the Possessed NP or the Nominalised NP. (See 251 and 252 above for 

egs of Nomin.NP+N) 

(253) Samokopa wole  haploma tatla     pu-wa 
Samokopa women all     yesterday come-FP 

All the Somokopa women came yesterday 

(254)  dokopala oplami e-po      atla... 
head     man    DEM-EQUAT say 

The boss said that... 

(255) Iska ye  mo    yutu  dokopala oplami hema pu-lo-eyo 
Iska 3SG place youth head     man    here come-FUT-RF 

The youth leader from Iska's country might come here. 

(256) I-ye    po-sie-le     alila-po 
DEM-FOC NEG-happy-NOM day-EQUAT 

This is not a happy day. 

(257) Tamili sa:sa:-lalo so-ta       aya   dulu   dla tua-yo 
star   count-NOM   people-SRCE house inside LOC enter-RP 

The astrologers went inside the house. 

When the qualifying noun is a nominalised verb Type 1 (see 1), it can be modified by a preceding 

intensifier or locative phrase: 

(258) Alila hale-ta      sikemte yukama-lalo kwaka hala-yo 
day   another-SRCE INTENS  talk-NOM    frog  stand-RP 

Once upon a time there was a very talkative frog. 

(259) God-ta   yu    dulu   dla ha:ha:-lalo alinepi patoto mi-mitepi-yo 
God-SRCE water inside LOC standPL-NOM animals bigPL  PL-make-RP 

God made the big animals which live in the water.(big-inside-water-living animals) 
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5.1.8 Relativised Noun Phrase 

 +NP +RelCL 

The relativised NP consists of an obligatory NP followed by an obligatory relative clause. (There is no 

overt relative clause marker.) 

For details of relative clauses, see 1 

(260) Mase-yemala yikemala tatla     po-wa-ye   wata hamati 
boy-DIM     small    yesterday die-FP-FOC today bury 

The small boy who died yesterday was buried today. 

(261) Na: oplami-ta isoli     de-m-pola-la          nati-wa 
1SG man-SRCE  okari_nut eat-SP.SEQ-sit-SER see-FP 

I saw the man who was eating okari nuts. 

5.2 Verb Phrase 

(In this analysis, the VP is viewed in the traditional manner of consisting of the verb and immediate 

auxiliaries.) 

5.2.1 Simple VP 

 ±ADVm/INTENS. +V 

The simple VP consists of either an optional adverb of manner or an intensifier followed by an 

obligatory verb. This may be a medial or a final verb. 

(262) Ye-ta    pupulu kesta-yo 
3SG-SRCE top    cut-RP 

He cut the top off. 

(263) Ta:la  me-dla    polo-mama/ nati-lati/ Samokopa opa pu-wa 
ground there-LOC sit-SS     see-DS     Samokopa men come-FP 

While I was sitting on the ground, I saw the Samokopa men coming. 

(264) Oplami hapele  yu-ya! 
man    quickly kill-PL.IMPER 

Kill the man quickly! 

(265) Batalia-ta       sikemte pota-yo 
evil_spirit-SRCE INTENS  run_awayPL-RP 

The evil spirits ran away very (fast). 
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5.2.2 Serial VP (type 1) 

 +V1 +V2 

The serial VP (type 1) consists of 2 obligatory verbs. V1 carries the obligatory suffix -lalalala 'SER'. V2 

carries either medial or final verb word inflection and is generally a verb of motion, (or, less 

frequently, residence). 

This kind of verb phrase encodes the notion of 'come/go and do something.' 

(266) Kiale  nati-la tlu-ne! 
paddle see-SER go_down-SG.IMPER 

Go down and look for the paddle! 

(267) Na: yu    ti-la  ta-ma 
1SG water do-SER go-PRES 

I'm going to get water. 

The same construction can also be used to encode the notion of 'almost'. In this case V2 is the verb 

yakoyakoyakoyako- 'almost' 

(268) suka  pokade-la  yako-me? 
suger finish-SER almost-PRES.INTER 

Is the sugar nearly finished? 

5.2.3 Serial VP (type 2) 

 +V1 +V2 

The serial VP (type 2) consists of 2 obligatory verbs. V1 carries the suffix -memememe 'SP.SEQ' minus the -e. 

V2 is a residential or directional verb and carries either medial or final verb word inflection. 

This kind of verb phrase has a dual function: to encode continuous aspectual notion and to indicate the 

position or direction of the action. 

(269) owa-yemala am-m-polo-ma 
baby-DIM   cry-SP.SEQ-sit-PRES. 

The baby is crying. 

(270) Na: boso so     aya   dla daya ha:-m-hala-wa 
1SG boss people house LOC sago cook-SP.SEQ-stand-FP 

I was cooking the food at the managers' place. 

(271) Na: hakala  yu    pasata-le da-m-sele-mama/       sukale-ma. 
1SG coconut water many-NOM  eat-SP.SEQ-wander-SS  be_tired-PRES 

I'm tired of going around drinking coconut water. 
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(272) Ye  dlapa    asia-m-pu-ma 
3SG firewood carry-SP.SEQ-come-PRES 

She is (coming) carrying firewood. 

(273) Umame ye  tlope kukulu-m-ta-mama/ te-teyu-m-to-wa-po 
Umame 3SG alone run-SP.SEQ-go-SS  PL-fall-SP.SEQ-go-FP-REAL 

Umame was (going) running and (going) falling all the time. 

The Serial VP type 2 is written as one word (unlike the Serial VP type 1) because of phonological 

reasons: Kamula has no word final closed syllables and therefore it is necessary to write V1 and V2 

together. 

5.2.4 Compound VP 

 +NP/adjP +VP 

The Compound VP consists of a NP (General NP), the head of which is most commonly a loan-word 

(from English), or an Adjective Phrase, followed by a VP (Simple or Serial (type 2)) which contains 

the generic verb dema 'do'. This is the predominant way in which loan words are incorporated into 

Kamula and verbalised. 

(274) Yi-ta    mani  e-ye    ma-de-wa-po 
3PL-SRCE money DEM-FOC ASP-do-FP-REAL 

They spent that money. 

(275) Ilieme-ta   piksa de-wa 
Ilieme-SRCE photo do-FP 

Ilieme took a photo. 

(276) Oloma  e-ye    di-ta    sukulu de-m-ha:ha:-wa 
moment DEM-FOC 1PL-SRCE school do-SP.SEQ-standPL-FP 

At that time were were going to school. 

(277) a      God di  we  pato de-ma 
father God 1PL 2SG big  do-PRES 

Father god, we glorify you (lit. 'make you big') 

(278) tla:pa-ta di  watle tliki de-na 
rat-SRCE  1PL DAT   trick do-PERF 

The rat has tricked/fooled us. 

5.2.5 Negative VP 

 +NEG +VBnoun +weklema 
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The negative VP consists of the prefix popopopo- 'NEG' affixed to a verbal noun (type 1, see 2) followed by 

weklemaweklemaweklemaweklema 'omit' which can take either medial or final verb inflection. 

(279) We  po-soltama-lalo wek-lo-pie/     de-mia! 
2SG NEG-like-NOM    omit-FUT-CONDIT eat-PROHIB 

If you don't like it, don't eat it! 

(280) Iplalo-ta        oplami sia-la     hala-lati/ opa-ta   ye  watle 
young_woman-SRCE man    wander-SER stand-DS   men-SRCE 3SG DAT 

 po-hami-lalo  weki-yo 
NEG-give-NOM  omit-RP 

A young woman was looking for a man, but the men didn't want to marry her. 

5.3 Adjective Phrase 

 ±INTENS +ADJ 

The adjective phrase consists of an optional intensifier followed by an obligatory adjective (which 

functions as the head of the phrase). The adjective may be a real adjective or either of the 2 forms 

encoding adjectival notions (see 1). The Adj.Phrase functions as one type of complementary phrase in 

the Non-Verbal Clause.(see 1) 

(281) We  aya   pota   pato 
2SG house INTENS big 

Your house is very big. 

5.4 Locative Phrase 

There are two types of locative phrase. 

5.4.1 Locative Phrase (type 1) 

 NP and/or nomin. +POSTP 

The LP (type 1) consists of a NP and/or a nominal followed by an obligatory postposition (dladladladla 'LOC' 

or tletletletle 'ABL'). The nominal can be any one of the following: 

dulu '(the) inside' 
di '(the) top' 
isili '(the) under' 
duka '(the) middle' 
ipi '(the) end' 
ho '(the) downstream' 
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toto '(the) upstream' 

 

(282) Akimlala aya   dulu   dla tatapie-ma 
boys     house inside LOC play-PRES 

The children are playing inside the house. 

(283) Kapala kama-le   a:ya-ta    duka   dla polo-wa 
skin   white-NOM woman-SRCE middle LOC sit-FP 

The white skin woman sat in the middle (of the canoe). 

(284) A:ya hale-ta Wawi ho dla sole. Epo hale-ta toto dla sole 
woman another-SRCE Wawoi downstream LOC paddle. And_then another-SRCE 
upstream LOC paddle 

One woman paddled down the Wawoi river and the other paddled up. 

(285) We  di   tle ta-pe? 
2SG high ABL go-DEF 

Are you going by air? 

(286) Yie Wasapea mo tle    pumulu-wa 
3PL Wasapea place ABL comePL-FP 

They came from Wasapea village. 

The bound morheme memememe- 'there' can be combined with dladladladla/tletletletle to form a locative word: memememe-dladladladla '(at) 

there' and memememe-tletletletle 'from there'. Like the nominals above, it too can optionally be preceded by a NP 

(287) Koa   yu    solo-po/      me-tle    heta-wa 
canoe water throw-IMM.SEQ there-ABL go_up-FP 

We threw the water out and went up(stream) from there. 

(288) Sali alemale-lati/ na: aya   me-dla    pola 
sun  hot-DS        1SG house there-LOC sit 

The sun was hot and so I stayed at home. 

5.4.2 Locative Phrase (type 2) 

 +ADVloc 

The LP type 2 consists of an obligatory adverb of location. 

(289) Peter ye  a      huma       ta 
Peter 3SG father over_there go 

Peter's father went over there. 
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5.5 Temporal Phrase 

 +ADV temp and/or NPtemp ±POSTP 

The temporal phrase consists of an obligatory adverb of time and/or a temporal NP optionally 

followed by the postposition dladladladla 'LOC'. If only the adverb of time is present, dladladladla is obligatorily absent 

(see 1 for list and examples of adverbs of time). 

5.5.1 Temporal NP 

The temporal NP consists of one of the following nouns (which is the head of the phrase): 

alila 'day' 
utlala 'morning' 
utla:la 'night' 
tamalela 'afternoon' 
wiki 'week' 
mama 'month' 
sokomoko 'year' 
oloma 'moment' 

The NP periphery generally consists of one element only, which is usually a quantifier or a 

demonstrative. 

(290) Mo    pato haploma-ta-po wata  oloma  i-ye    we  koko dale-m-hala-po 
place big  all-SRCE-TOP  today moment DEM-FOC 2SG way  hear-SP.SEQ-
stand-REAL 

The whole world is listening to your words at this moment. 

(291) Di  alila dapiamte Samokopa dla ha:ha:-lo-epo 
1PL day   two      Samokopa LOC standPL-FUT-NEUT 

We'll be in Samokopa for two days. 

In order to encode a specific time of day, the form is as follow: 

 +Xoklok ±oloma ±DEM +dla 

(292) Sukulu so-ta       12 oklok   dla daya de-mde 
school people-SRCE 12 o'clock LOC sago eat-HABIT 

Those at school eat at 12 o'clock. 

(293) Di  10 oklok   oloma  e   dla aluma-lo-pe 
1PL 10 o'clock moment DEM LOC gather-FUT-DEF 

We'll meet at 10 o'clock. 
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5.6 Accompanitive Phrase 

 +NP +ACCOMP 

The Accompanitive Phrase consists of an obligatory NP followed by either matematematemate 'ACCOMP' or elemeelemeelemeeleme 

'ACCOMP'. The Accompanitive Phrase can also encode adverbial notions of manner (ex. 295). 

(294) Woliato ye  yimlala  eleme  tlu-wa 
Woliato 3SG children ACCOMP go_down-FP 

Woliato went down with her children. 

(295) uwe-ta haploma sade-le mate inoma pupuli-ya 
2PL-SRCE all peace-NOM ACCOMP eye close-PL.IMPER 

All of you close your eyes peacefully! 

5.7 Possessive Phrase 

 +poss.word/(NP +tete) 

The possessive phrase consists of an obligatory possessive word (see 1) or an obligatory NP followed 

by tetetetetetetete 'POSSESS'. The possessive phrase functions as a complementary phrase in the Non-Verbal 

Clause (see 1). 

(296) alia e  na:-ole 
pig  DEM 1SG-POSSESS 

That pig is mine. 

(297) Hakala  haploma i  Ipolo ye  welani  tete 
coconut all     DEM Ipolo 3SG husband POSSESS 

All these coconut palms are Ipolo's husband's. 
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6. CLAUSE STRUCTURE 

6.1 Active Clause 

 ±NPs ±TP ±AccompP ±LP ±NPo ±NPinstr. ±NPio +VP 

The order of the optional peripheral elements in the active clause is not rigid, although the following 

order is generally more or less loosely adhered to. 

Temporal Phrase, Accompanitive Phrase and Locative Phrase follow the optional subject NP (in that 

order) and precede the optional object NP, while the Instrumental NP (NP carrying phrase final clitic -

tatatata 'INSTR') and the Indirect object NP occur in the slot immediately preceding the obligatory VP. 

Normally not more than 3 optional peripheral elements occur in the Active Clause. 

(298) Epo      ta-me/    ele-lati/ kumapo eso-ta    bopude-po/    ele-wa 
and_then go-SP.SEQ sleep-DS  fern   leaf-SRCE cover-IMM.SEQ sleep-FP 

And then I went and felt sleepy and so covered myself with a leaf and went to sleep. 

(299) Pusi-ta  kutla-lo-pe 
cat-SRCE scratch-FUT-DEF 

The cat will scratch (you) 

(300) Di  tatla     dlapa    ha-la    ta-wa 
1PL yesterday firewood take-SER go-FP 

We went to fetch firewood yesterday. 

(301) yi-ta    alisisi haploma eleme  me-dla    ha:ha:-lati... 
3PL-SRCE thing   all     ACCOMP there-LOC standPL-DS 

While they were there with all their things... 

(302) Ye  esemala dali-ta    yu 
3SG dog     tree-INSTR hit 

She hit the dog with a stick. 

(303) Bade komiti   oplami hapele  ila-me/       pu-wa 
Bade commitee man    quickly return-SP.SEQ come-FP 

The committee man Bade came back quickly. 

(304) Di-ta-po     namkale-de-le yu   pato we  watle atla-ma 
1PL-SRCE-TOP friend-do-NOM word big  2SG DAT   say-PRES 

We say a big thankyou to you 
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(305) Ta-me/    APO ye-olu   watle ima-na 
go-SP.SEQ APO 3SG-wife DAT   teach-PERF 

(He) went and showed the APO's wife 

6.2 Non-verbal Clause 

 +NPtop + CompP 

The Non-verbal Clause consists of an obligatory NP topic followed by an obligatory Complementary 

Phrase. 

6.2.1 Complementary Phrase 

The Complementary Phrase can be any of the following: 

Noun Phrase, Adjective Phrase, Possessive Phrase 

(In the following examples of Complementary Phrases '/' denotes a phrase break). 

6.2.1.1 NP functioning as Comp.Phrase 

If the complement NP is affirmative, the phrase carries the equative clitic -popopopo 'EQUAT' on the final 

word. Example 308 has got two complement phrases. 

(306) i/  amalo pato-po 
DEM fish  big-EQUAT 

It's a big fish. 

(307) Peter-ye/ ka:pa hama-le mase-yemala-po 
Peter-FOC first get-NOM boy-DIM-EQUAT 

Peter is the first born son. 

(308) i-ye/   po-sie-le     alila/ dupa  kole-le  alila-po 
DEM-FOC NEG-happy-NOM day    heart pile-NOM day-EQUAT 

This is not a happy day, it's a sad day. 

6.2.1.2 ADJ.Phrase functioning as Comp.Phrase: 
 

(309) koko i-ye/   ulugiema-na 
way  DEM-FOC strange-PERF 

 This thing is very strange. 
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(310) Yesu  inoma/ sikemte haka:le-na 
Jesus eye    INTENS  sharp-PERF 

 Jesus' eyes are very piercing 

6.2.1.3 Possessive phrase functioning as Comp.Phrase 
 

(311) Poka i/  na:-ole 
fork DEM 1SG-POSSESS 

This is my (garden) fork. 

(312) Koa   pato e/  Motue tete 
canoe big  DEM Motue POSSESS 

That big canoe is Motue's. 

6.3 Existential Clause 

 +NPtop +Vexist 

The Existential Clause consists of a NP topic followed by a verb of existence. In the negative 

existential clause, the verb is generally replaced with hawahawahawahawa 'NEG', although it is possible to retain the 

verb halemahalemahalemahalema 'to stand' with hawahawahawahawa 'NEG' preceding it. 

(313) Na: solo ele-ma 
1SG salt sleep-PRES 

I have salt 

(314) We  sipolo pasata-le hutie-lo-pie/      na: watle hapi-ne 
2SG lemon  many-NOM  sleepPL-FUT-CONDIT 1SG DAT   givePL-SG.IMPER 

If you have a lot of lemons, give some to me! 

(315) Na: tudi a:pe  hawa 
1SG line tooth NEG 

I don't have any fishing hooks. 

(316) We  amkale hawa hala-ma 
2SG friend NEG  stand-PRES 

Your friend is not here. 
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6.4 Clause Modifications 

6.4.1 Interrogative Clause 

Interrogative clauses do not have any distinctive intonation patterns - like the declarative clauses, the 

intonation pattern is a falling one. One characteristic which has been observed is that in an 

interrogative clause, the final word usually has a rise-fall pattern as opposed to a falling one. 

6.4.1.1 Polar Questions 

In the Polar Question modifications of the Active and Existential Clauses there are no syntactic 

modifications (The interrogative is encoded by verbal inflection). 

In the Non-verbal Clause types the interrogative clitic -tetetete 'INTER' signals the interrogative 

modification. 

(317) ye  ma-to 
3SG ASP-goINTER 

Has he gone? 

(318) pleini wata  pu-pe 
plane  today come-DEF 

Is the plane coming today? 

(319) we  sopo ele-me 
2SG soap sleep-PRES.INTER 

Do you have any soap? 

(320) Koa   pato e/  Motue tete-te 
canoe big  DEM Motue POSSESS-INTER 

Is that big canoe Motue's? 

6.4.1.2 Content Questions 

A content question is generally formed from a declarative clause by replacing the questioned element 

with a content question word (see 2 Interrogatives). 

The following elements in a clause can be questioned: subject, object, indirect object, accompanier, 

possessor, location, reason, number, time. 

(321) we  apa  ha-me 
2SG what do-PRES.INTER 

What are you doing? 
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(322) Kapala kama-le   adipelalo ila-me/      pu-pe 
skin   white-NOM when      back-SP.SEQ  come-DEF 

When is the white skin coming back? 

(323) pilot oplami  adipelati sialade-m-sele-wa 
pilot man     why       angry-SP.SEQ-wander-FP 

Why was the pilot angry? 

(324) we  daya yu-la   ta-mama/ ana mate   ta-mdi? 
2SG sago hit-SER go-SS    who ACCOMP go-HAB.INTER 

When you go to make sago, who do you go with? 

(325) ana duli-te 
who string_bag-INTER 

Whose string bag is it? 

(326) opa adisuate aya   e   dla hutie-mdi 
man how_many house DEM LOC sleepPL-HAB.INTER 

How many people sleep in that house? 

6.4.2 Imperative Clause 

Imperative, Prohibitive and Hortative clauses are encoded by verbal inflection. There are no syntactic 

modifications from the declarative clause. (see 1 for examples). 

6.4.3 Relative Clause 

The most common way of relativising an element in a clause is not by using a relative clause but by 

using a nominalised NP (see 1). 

However, there is a relative clause construction which can be used to relativise a subject, and, less 

frequently, an object. In this type of construction, when it is the subject that is relativised, -yeyeyeye 'FOC' is 

affixed relative clause finally. When the object is relativised, the verb in the relative clause normally 

comprises stem + -lalalala 'SER' (see VP type 1 1) 

(327) A:ya  omali hawa-ye melesini aya   dla pu-wa 
Woman blood NEG-FOC medicine house LOC come-FP 

The woman who didn't have any blood came to the health centre. 

(328) Na: do hikaka polo-wa-ye wata ma-ka:de-ma 
1SG arm sore sit-FP-FOC today ASP-be_good-PRES 

My arm which had a sore is better today. 
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(329) Na: oplami-ta a:ya  asia-m-ta-la        nati-lo-ama 
1SG man-SRCE  woman carry-SP.SEQ-go-SER see-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going to see the man who is carrying the woman 

6.5 Order 

The basic order of the clause is SOV. However, frontshifting and endshifting are used, the latter most 

commonly in oral speech as a clarification or repair device. 

(330) di  aluma-le-ta-po      tlumulu-wa-po     Wawi  ho         dla 
1PL gather-NOM-SRCE-TOP go_downPL-FP-REAL Wawoi downstream LOC 

A group of us went down - to the Wawoi river, I mean. 

(331) Kamenato, Apame ila-me/        pu-wa-po     aya   dla owa-yimlala 
Kamenato, Apame return-SP.SEQ  come-FP-REAL house LOC baby-children 

 eleme 
ACCOMP 

Kaminato and Apame came back - home, with the children. 

(332) Tea-ye  ta-me/    dali-upa  kata-me/   ha-m-pua-me/            nati-
yo/ 

bird-FOC go-SP.SEQ tree-leaf cut-SP.SEQ take-SP.SEQ-come-SP.SEQ see-
RP 

 Noa wolo       watle 
Noah and_others DAT 

The bird went and cut a leaf and brought it and showed it - to Noah and the others, I mean. 

Frontshifting is used when the speaker wishes to emphasise a particular word/phrase, sometimes when 

he is angry (as in following example), but more often just to highlight a particular aspect of his 

thoughts. 

(333) Na: tlasi,   anta uhama-wa 
1SG trousers who  steal-FP 

Who stole my trousers? (ie who took my daughter?) 

If it is the object which is frontshifted (to precede the subject), then the source clitic -tatatata is affixed on 

the subject to disambiguate subject and object. 

(334) we  na-ta    ha-lo-epo 
2SG 1SG-SRCE take-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going to marry you. 

(335) IV           i-ye    opa-ta   po-soltama-se-mde 
Inner Vision DEM-FOC men-SRCE NEG-want-NEG-HABIT 

It's Inner Vision that people don't want. 
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Apart from frontshifting the object, the other most commonly frontshifted element is the Time Phrase: 

(336) Iela     opa mate   wole  mate   eme       ha-la    ta-lo-epo 
tomorrow men ACCOMP women ACCOMP sago_leaf take-SER go-FUT-NEUT 

Men and women will go to get sago leaves tomorrow. 

6.6 Topic and Focus 

6.6.1 Focus 

Frontshifting of a phrase is a common way of indicating that a particular element is of special 

importance in the clause (see above). 

Another way of focussing on the Noun Phrase is by using the clitic -yeyeyeye 'FOC' which is either suffixed 

on the final word of the NP or yeyeyeye '3SG' follows the head of the NP and yeyeyeye 'FOC' is affixed on that. 

(337) Na:-ta   ye  watle esema-le  yu-ye    hami-ma 
1SG-SRCE 3SG DAT   story-NOM word-FOC give-PRES 

I'm telling him a story. 

(338) Ye-ye   matakepi dla ta-me/    ma-pua-yo 
3SG-FOC soon     LOC go-SP.SEQ ASP-come-FP 

He didn't go far and then came (back). 

(339) Oplami ye-ye   ma-teleta-yo 
man    3SG-FOC ASP-run_away-RP 

The man ran away. 

The following example shows a combination of endshifting and focus: 

(340) Ye-ye   mala-me/         kokoloma tle omhala-wa/ Iska-ye 
3SG-FOC come_down-SP.SEQ door     ABL wait-FP    Iska-FOC 

He came down and stood at the door - Iska, I mean. 

6.6.2 Topic 

In order to indicate that an element in the clause is topicalised, the clitic -tatatata 'SRCE' followed optionally 

by -popopopo 'TOP' is used (see 3 Topic/Participant Tracking for a fuller explanation). 
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6.7 Grammatical Relations 

Grammatical relations in Kamula are distinguished by a combination of word order, postpostions and, 

to an extent, nominal case inflection. (Verbs are not inflected for case relations). 

6.7.1 Core Nominals 

There is no clear system of case agreement in Kamula. The instrumental suffix -tatatata, which also 

functions as the source clitic, can be affixed on the subject of both a transitive and intransitive clause. -

tatatata can be used to disambiguate between 2 core nominals, particularly if both are animate (341), but if 

there is no ambiguity, then it is generally not used (342), as the word order itself is sufficient to 

distinguish the grammatical relations of subject and object. 

If, for reasons of emphasis, the object precedes the subject, the subject obligatorily carries the clitic -tatatata 

(344). 

On one hand, the system has similarities to an ergative system, but on the other, cannot be described as 

one, mainly because -tatatata is commonly affixed to the subject of both transitive and intransitive clauses, 

secondly because its use is optional and thirdly because it can be affixed to other elements in the 

clause other than the subject, eg. conjunctions, medial verb suffixes. 

It could therefore be posited that Kamula relies more heavily on word order (and postpositions) as a 

means of expressing case relations. 

(341) Na:-ta   ye  nati 
1SG-SRCE 3SG see 

I saw him 

(342) We  na: sikemte gade-mde 
2SG 1SG INTENS  help-HABIT 

You help me a lot 

(343) Batalia-ta       teleta-yo 
evil_spirit-SRCE run_away-RP 

The evil spirit ran away. 

(344) Na: Motue-ta   osue       ti-lo-e    ima-na 
1SG Motue-SRCE sago_stalk do-FUT-INF teach-PERF 

Motue has taught me how to weave walls. 

6.7.2 Peripheral Nominals 

The peripheral nominals are distinguished by postpositions or, in the case of the instrumental, the 

suffix -tatatata 'INSTR'. The following postpositions are used for the different types of peripheral nominals: 
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dla locative 
tle ablative 
watle beneficiary/recipient 
eleme accompanitive 
 

See 1 Locative/Temporal/Accompanitive Phrases for examples. 

6.8 Clause Conjoining 

The different ways of conjoining clauses is dealt with at sentence level (see 1 Clause Chaining). 
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7. COMPLEX SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

7.1 Complementation 

Either of the following formulae is possible in order to encode sentential complementation: 

 S Clcomp V 

 S V Clcomp 

In the first, the order is subject, complement clause, verb. In the second, the order is subject, verb, 

complement clause. Most types of complementation can take either order. One characteristic of 

complementation is the occurrence of the generic verb demademademadema 'do' which occurs in all types of 

complementation apart from those with the same subject (see 1 below). 

We will now deal with the different types of complementation, which can be grouped both according 

to their structure and to their semantic type. 

7.1.1 Same Subject complements 

If the subject of the complement clause is the same as the subject of the complement-taking predicate, 

an infinitive construction is used in the complement clause. This generally occurs with predicates of 

fearing, desire and inception and predicates like 'remember' and 'know how to'. 

(345) Na: we  wai    mate   yukama-lo-e   solta-ma 
1SG 2SG mother ACCOMP speak-FUT-INF want-PRES 

I want to speak to your mother. 

(346) God-ye  solta-ma  ka:de-le nati-lo-e 
God-FOC want-PRES good-NOM see-FUT-INF 

God wants to see good things. 

(347) Meli ha-lo-e      wote-mia! 
Mary take-FUT-INF afraid-PROHIB 

Don't be afraid to marry Mary! 

(348) Tio  he-lo-e      kotiama-yo 
rain rain-FUT-INF start-RP 

It started to rain. 
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(349) Ye  weli   kokoloma goda-lo-e 
3SG forget door     close-FUT-INF 

She forgot to close the door. 

(350) Peter ye  mama        yuhuta-lo-e  yilie-na 
Peter 3SG grandfather swim-FUT-INF not_know-PERF 

Peter's grandfather doesn't know how to swim. 

7.1.2 Quote/Cognition 

The structures of the Quote and Cognition (think/know) types of complementation are very similar. 

(Kamula recognises no structural distinction between indirect and direct quote sentences). Any of the 

following 3 structures is possible: 

 +Cl +dema 

 ±e-po +Vsp/cog +Cl ±dema 

 +Cl +e-po +Vsp/cog 

Examples 351 and 352 illustrate the first structure ie the speech clause followed by demademademadema 'do'. 

Examples 353 to 355 below illustrate the second structure ie optional eeee----popopopo 'DEM-EQUAT' followed 

by a verb of speech/cognition followed by the speech clause followed optionally by demademademadema 'do' 

Examples 356 and 357 illustrate the third structure ie the speech clause followed obligatorily by eeee----popopopo 

'DEM-EQUAT' followed obligatorily by a verb of speech/cognition. 

(351) Noa-ta    tea  watle/ 'we  ta-me/    dali upa  kata-me/ 
Noah-SRCE bird DAT     2SG go-SP.SEQ tree leaf cut-SP.SEQ 

 ha-m-pua-ne/'             de-yo 
take-SP.SEQ-come-SG.IMPER do-RP 

Noah said to the bird, "Go and cut a leaf and bring it here!" 

(352) Pua-me/'    uwe hema pleini sapa  ha-ya!'     de-wa 
come-SP.SEQ 2PL here plane  field do-PL.IMPER do-FP 

(He) came and said, "Build the airstrip here!" 

(353) Batalia     hale-ta      atla-yo/ 'na: aya   potokemu/' de-yo 
evil_spirit another-SRCE say-RP    1SG house far_away   do-RP 

Another evil spirit said,"My house is far away." 

(354) Na:-ta   malama-wa-ye i-ye    po-na:-koko de-wa 
1SG-SRCE think-FP-FOC DEM-FOC NEG-1SG way do-FP 

I thought that it wasn't my business. 
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(355) Esemala e-po      atla-yo/ 'Na: mo   ta:-ma' 
dog     DEM-EQUAT say-RP    1SG meat hungry-PRES 

The dog said, 'I'm hungry for meat'. 

(356) Ye-ta    'na: ala   tamalela  pua'/ e-po      mala-m-pola-yo 
3SG-SRCE  1SG still afternoon come  DEM-EQUAT think-SP.SEQ-sit-RP 

He was thinking,"I came here when it was still afternoon.' 

(357) Oplami-ta 'we  aya   dla hapele  ta-ne/'     e-po      atla-yo 
man-SRCE   2SG house LOC quickly go-SG-IMPER DEM-EQUAT say-RP 

The man said 'Go to your house quickly'. 

7.1.3 Manipulative 

The notion of manipulation/causation is encoded by the following construction: 

 +Climper. +dema 

There is no actual verb of manipulation or causation. Instead, the verb demademademadema 'do' appears sentence 

finally while the verb in the complement clause is in the imperative. 

(358) Ye-ta    na:-ye  dlapa    ha-ne         de-wa 
3SG-SRCE 1SG-FOC firewood take-SG.IMPER do-FP 

She told me to/made me fetch firewood. 

(359) Na:-ta   masemala-ye solo uha-ne         de 
1SG-SRCE boy-FOC     salt steal-SG-IMPER do 

I made the boy steal some salt. 

7.1.4 Fearing/Desiderative 

The complements of verbs of fearing or wanting are encoded by the following construction when the 

subject is different:  

 +Cl +dema 

The verb in the complement clause is generally inflected with the future morpheme -lllloooo- 'FUT' and is 

obligatorily followed with a form of demademademadema 'do'. 

(360) Na: wote-wa   kwaka-ta  na: yele-lo-pe   de-wa 
1SG afraid-FP frog-SRCE 1SG bite-FUT-DEF do-FP 

I was afraid the frogs would bite me. 

(361) Di  po-soltama-se-ma  ye-ye   pu-lo-po         de-po 
1SG NEG-want-NEG-PRES 3SG-FOC come-FUT-IMM.SEQ do-IMM.SEQ 

We don't want him to come. 
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(362) Olea solta-ma   ye  a-ta        siapulu ha:-lo-po        de 
Olea wants-PRES 3SG father-SRCE potato  cook-FUT-IMM.SEQ do 

Olea wants his father to cook him some potatoes. 

7.2 Clause Chaining 

The main way in which clauses are conjoined is by clause chaining. The different suffixes on the 

medial verbs serve to indicate the temporal relationships between the clauses, whether they are 

simultaneous or sequential. 

7.2.1 Simultaneity 

There is a switch-reference system, although this is fairly simple: medial verbs distinguish between 

same and different actors only if the temporal relation is one of simultaneity. This is encoded by the 

suffixes -mamamamamamamama and -latilatilatilati respectively. 

(363) Opa opi-ta     kei  dla ha:ha:-mama/ damta  yu-mde-po 
men other-SRCE rear LOC standPL-SS   corner hit-HABIT-REAL 

Other men stand at the back (of the canoe) and chop away at the corners. 

(364) Ta:la  me-dla    pola-mama/ nati-lati Samokopa opa pu-wa 
ground there-LOC sit-SS     see-DS    Samokopa men come-FP 

While I was sitting on the ground, I saw some Samokopa men coming. 

(365) di-ta    ta-lati/ wole-ta    inoma selede-wa. 
1PL-SRCE go-DS    women-SRCE eye   stare-FP 

As we were going, the women were staring at us. 

(366) Oplami-ta-po hala-mama/ me-dla    yuka-m-sele-lati/ batalia-ta  
sikemte 

man-SRCE-TOP stand-SS   there-LOC speak-SP.SEQ-wander-DS   
evil_spirit INTENS 

 pota-yo. 
run_awayPL-RP 

While the man was standing there and walking around talking, the evil spirits ran away very 
fast. 

The simultaneous sentence is occasionally used to express close temporal succession 'as soon as', or 

close logical connection/reason: 

(367) pleini pu-lati/ di  ta-lo-epo 
plane  come-DS  1PL go-FUT-NEUT 

When the plane comes, we'll go. 
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(368) mase-yemala meme de-mama/ ela-yo 
boy-DIM breast eat-SS sleep-RP 

While the small boy was drinking milk/ as soon as he had drunk milk , he fell asleep. 

(369) Ye  inoma pa:-mama/     amalo po-suma-yo 
3SG eye   be_without-SS fish  NEG-shoot-RP 

Because he was blind, he didn't spear any fish. 

7.2.1.1 Switch Reference and Participant Overlap 

In cases where the singular actor of one verb is included in the plural of the other, same actor marking 

is generally used. 

(370) Di  tudi plolo-m-sia-mama/      kapala kama-le   a:ya-ta    tudi 
1PL line throwPL-SP.SEQ-move-SS skin   white-NOM woman-SRCE line 

 hamasta-ye ewala yele 
throw-FOC  stone bite 

While we were fishing, the white skin woman threw her line and it got stuck on a stone. 

(371) Di  me-dla    ha:ha:-mama/ na:-ye  utla:la bomo aya   dla sekiliti 
1PL there-LOC standPL-SS   1SG-FOC night   bomb house LOC security 

 hala-wa 
stand-FP 

While we were there, I was the night security man at the bomb house. 

(372) Wakani mate   wole  opi   mate   Weleo dla ta-mama/ Wakani-ta   ilama 
dla 

Wakani ACCOMP women other ACCOMP Weleo LOC go-SS,   Wakani-SRCE snake 
LOC 

 dole-yo 
step-RP 

When Wakani and the other women were going to Weleo, Wakani stepped on a snake. 

7.2.1.2 SR and Experiential constructions 

Experiential constructions, like the 2 examples below, where the subject is 'my head' and 'his heart' 

respectively, take the DS suffix. 

(373) Na: dokopala wotiale-lati/ aya   dla pola-wa 
1SG head     sore-DS       house LOC sit-FP 

Because I had a sore head, I stayed at home. 
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(374) oplami hale    ye  dupa  yele-lati/ sio    ta-me/    pola-mama... 
man    another 3SG heart bite-DS    toilet go-SP.SEQ sit-SS 

A certain man who had diarrhoea went to the toilet and was sitting there when... 

The following examples are interesting in that these are the only kind of situations observed so far 

where DS marking is used when the subject is the same. This could be because of the kind of verb 

used (verb of feeling/emotion). 

(375) Na: ele-lati/ kumapo eso-ta     bopude-po/    ele-wa 
1SG sleep-DS  fern   leaf-INSTR cover-IMM.SEQ sleep-FP 

I felt sleepy and after I'd covered myself with leaves, went to sleep. 

(376) Na:-ye  ela-po/       daya ta:-lati/ ta-me/    hakala  holoma-wa 
1SG-FOC sleep-IMM.SEQ sago hungry-DS go-SP.SEQ coconut getPL-FP 

After I'd slept, I felt/was hungry and went and got some coconuts. 

(377) Ye  sialade-lati/ ama-wa 
3SG angry-DS      cry-FP 

He cried because he was angry. 

7.2.1.3 Order 

The medial verb clause is not always in the middle of the sentence, although this is by far the most 

common. When the medial verb clause appears sentence finally, this is possibly because the speaker 

views the information in the preceding clause(s) as more important. 

(378) E-po      atla-m-hala-wa/     koa   sitali dla hala-mama 
DEM-EQUAT say-SP.SEQ-stand-FP canoe base   LOC stand-SS 

I said that while we were standing at the canoe place 

(379) Apame tlo   ma    ila-me/       ta-wa-po/  Kamenato aya   dla pola-
lati 

Apame alone again return-SP.SEQ go-FP-REAL Kamenato house LOC sit-DS 

Apame went back by herself while Kamenato stayed at home. 

7.2.2 Sequentiality 

If the relationship between the clauses is a sequential one, then same or different actor is not 

distinguished. ie. the suffixes which indicate a sequential relationship, namely -popopopo, -pamepamepamepame and -memememe can 

be used whether the actor is the same or different. In the vast majority of cases the actor is the same, 

and the clauses are linked together with no subject nominal. Should there be a change of actor, then 

that is stated explicitly by the appearance of a NP at the beginning of the clause. 
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7.2.2.1 Different types of sequentiality 

Of the 3 sequential suffixes, -popopopo and -memememe are by far the 2 most commonly used, while -pamepamepamepame is much 

less frequent. 

7.2.2.1.1  -po 

The use of -popopopo 'IMM.SEQ' (Immediate Sequence) mainly indicates that the action of one clause is 

finished before the next one starts. It is used very frequently in recounting a succession of events, 

where, when one action/event is completed, the next one starts, usually without any time interval. 

(380) di  oko  ha-m-sia-po/           tlu-wa 
1PL work do-SP.SEQ-move-IMM.SEQ go_down-FP 

After we'd done our work, we went down. 

(381) Koa   yu    solo-po/      me-tle    heta-wa 
canoe water throw-IMM.SEQ there-ABL go_up-FP 

After we threw the water out of the canoe, we went up(stream) 

(382) Ta-me/    olisi dea  himomele-po/ dali ta:de-po/    hitomele-po/ 
go-SP.SEQ radio cane hook-IMM.SEQ tree lift-IMM.SEQ put_in_ground-
IMM.SEQ 

 ta:la  i-wa. 
ground pack-FP 

We went and hooked up the antennae, lifted the post up, put it in the hole and packed earth 
around. 

7.2.2.1.2  -me 

-memememe can be termed a 'span sequence' (SP.SEQ) in which the activity of one clause continues over a 

(longer or shorter) period of time until the action of the next clause begins. Very often -memememe is suffixed 

to verbs of motion and the speaker lengthens the final -e to indicate a long distance or long period of 

time. In this case, -memememe can often be translated by 'until'. 

(383) Tlaka tle ta-me/    besi-yemala dla yale-lo-epo 
truck ABL go-SP.SEQ base-DIM    LOC overnight-FUT-NEUT 

I'll go by car until I get to the small base, where I'll spend the night. 

(384) Koa   halu-m-ta-me/         tamali   hale    dla ta-me/    gagade-wa 
canoe pull-SP.SEQ-go-SP-SEQ mountain another LOC go-SP.SEQ stick-FP 

The canoe floated until it came to a mountain, where it got stuck. 

(385) Ye-ta    pupulu kesta-po/   halu-m-ta-me/         api  dla himi-wa 
3SG-SRCE top    cut-IMM.SEQ pull-SP.SEQ-go-SP.SEQ path LOC put-FP 

He cut the top off and then pulled (the tree) all the way to the road, where he put it down. 
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-me 'SP.SEQ' is also very commonly used in imperative sentences: 

(386) We ta-me/     kapo  aipeya ha-m-pua-me/            we bapa          
watle 

2SG go-SP.SEQ steel knife  take-SP.SEQ-come-SP.SEQ 2SG older_brother 
DAT 

 hami-ne! 
give-SG.IMPER 

Go and get the bush knife and give it to your big brother! 

The sentence below illustrates a less common use of -memememe, where there is no sense of 'until'. Indeed, -popopopo 

would be more usual in this type of sentence. The difference seems to be mainly one of tempo: when -

popopopo is used, the speaker is emphasising that the person did certain activities before he did the final one 

and the pace of the sentence is generally quick. By contrast, -memememe tends to indicate that certain activities 

were carried out, but does not emphasise that they were completed. When using -memememe, the speaker 

maintains a slow, leisurely pace when uttering each clause. 

(387) Ye  sileti-me/      to  ha-me/      musasu       dlapa    hota-me/ 
3SG stand_up-SP.SEQ bow take-SP.SEQ type_of_wood firewood pick_out-
SP.SEQ 

 ta-yo 
go-RP 

He stood up, got his bow, took some firewood and went. 

7.2.2.1.2.1 Locative Phrase and -me 

If a medial clause has the suffix -memememe 'SP.SEQ' and a locative phrase, it is generally the case that the 

locative phrase follows the verb and the postposition dladladladla 'LOC/ALL' is omitted. It is possible for this 

kind of clause to be the final or only clause in the sentence, ie this is the only case where a final verb 

in a sentence is not obligatory. 

(388) Ye  to  ha-me/       tlu-me          ta:la/ utla:la teleta-yo 
3SG bow take-SP.SEQ go_down-SP.SEQ ground  night   run_away-RP 

He got his bow, went down to the ground and ran away in the night. 

(389) E-dla   ma-ta-me/     hutie-po/       utlalati pua-me      Kesiki 
DEM-LOC ASP-go-SP.SEQ sleepPL-IMM.SEQ morning  come-SP.SEQ Kesiki 

We went there and slept and in the morning came all the way to Kesiki. 

(390) Yekalo   pamele-me/      daya ati-po/      asia-me      aya. 
sago_bag put_down-SP.SEQ sago fill-IMM.SEQ carry-SP.SEQ house 

You put the sago bag down, fill it with sago and carry it home. 
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(391) Epame    yimkata  pua-me      aya. 
and_then together come-SP.SEQ house 

And then we all came home. 

7.2.2.1.3  -pame 

-pamepamepamepame 'NEUT.SEQ' seems to be made up of the pro-verb papapapa 'do' and -memememe 'SP.SEQ'. It best corresponds 

to the English 'and' and is a neutral way of conjoining clauses. Unlike -popopopo, it does not emphasise that 

the action of one clause is necessarily completed (although it may be) before the inception of the next 

one. 

(392) Sipala-ta      kwaka mati  pato nati-pame /  sie-mama/ e-po 
crocodile-SRCE frog  mouth big  see-NEUT.SEQ happy-SS DEM-EQUAT 

 atla-yo ... 
say-RP 

The crocodile saw the big mouthed frog and was happy and said... 

(393) Yie ta-me /   kokoloma goalade-pame / tlu-yo 
3PL go-SP.SEQ door     open-NEUT.SEQ  go_down-RP 

They went, opened the door and went down. 

(394) Umame-ta   ye  do   dla hama-me/    ta:de-pame/   tamali   dla 
Umame-SRCE 3SG hand LOC hold-SP.SEQ lift-NEUT.SEQ mountain LOC 

 kukulu-m-ta-wa-po 
run-SP.SEQ-go-FP-REAL 

Umame held her by the arm, lifted her up and ran (with her) to the riverbank. 

(395) Dokopala so-ta       ese-pame/      alila himi-lo-pe 
head     people-SRCE story-NEUT.SEQ day   put-FUT-DEF 

The leaders will have a meeting and decide on the day. 

(396) sipala    sikemte yele-pame/      e-po         atla-yo... 
crocodile INTENS  shock-NEUT.SEQ  DEM-EQUAT-RP say-RT 

The crocodile got a big fright and said... 

7.2.3 Combinations of temporal suffixes 

It is possible to have a combination of any of the above temporal suffixes in a sentence: 
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(397) Heta-me/     tenaya di   dla to  halu-po/     pola-lati/ tamili-ta 
go_up-SP.SEQ hut    high LOC bow pull-IMM.SEQ sit-DS     star-SRCE 

 teleta-la    nati-yo 
run_away-SER see-RP 

He went up, pulled his bow up to the hut and when he was sitting, he saw fire-flies flying 
away. 

(398) Ye  hete tua-me/          uma-pame/      glida-m-hala-lati/   dea 
3SG leg  go_inside-SP.SEQ touch-NEUT.SEQ pull-SP.SEQ-stand-DS cane 

 momogomale-ta gligade-yo 
knot-INSTR    stick-RP 

His leg went inside (the knot) until it touched (the man) and when he pulled his leg back, the 
cane knot got stuck. 

(399) Yie ta-me/    koa   tle ula-po/         tlu-me/ tea-ta-po     pua-me/ 
3PL go-SP.SEQ canoe ABL through-IMM.SEQ go_down bird-SRCE_TOP come-
SP.SEQ 

 dali-upa  nati-lati/ yie ta-me/    kokoloma goalade-pame/ tlu-yo. 
tree-leaf see-DS     3PL go-SP.SEQ door     open-NEUT.SEQ go_down-RP 

They went and came out from the canoe and went down and the bird came  and when it 
showed them the leaf, they went and opened the door and went down. 

7.2.4 Clausal Conjunctions 

There are 4 lexicalised conjunctions which can optionally occur in clause chains. These are depodepodepodepo, 

depamedepamedepamedepame, epoepoepoepo and epameepameepameepame 'and/and then' (see 1 Conjunctions). 

depodepodepodepo and depamedepamedepamedepame in particular serve to highlight that the action of the previous clause is complete and 

another action about to start. When they occur, it is always following the temporal sequential suffix -

popopopo 'IMM.SEQ'. 

(400) koa   sitali dla dali kolu-po/     depo/    ila-me/       ta-wa 
canoe base   LOC tree pile-IMM.SEQ and.then return-SP.SEQ go-FP 

We piled the logs at the canoe place and then went back. 

(401) Ye  daya ha:-po/      depame/  namile de-yo 
3SG sago cook-IMM.SEQ and_then smoke  eat-RP 

He cooked sago and then had a smoke. 

epoepoepoepo and epameepameepameepame also generally occur following -popopopo 'IMM.SEQ', but seem to be a more neutral way of 

joining the clauses together. Their use, especially epoepoepoepo, is common when narrating a sequence of events 

or actions. 
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(402) dali holoma    hatiti-po/    epo/     alumiti    hito-mde-po 
tree carefully putPL-IMM.SEQ and_then house_post put_in_ground-HABIT-
REAL 

When you've carefully put the pegs in, then you put the posts in the ground. 

(403) dlapa miste-po/    epame/   yu    dla ha-m-tlu-mde-po 
fire  burn-IMM.SEQ and.then water LOC take-SP.SEQ-go_down-HABIT-REAL 

After you've burnt it, then you take it down to the water. 

(epoepoepoepo and epameepameepameepame can also occur sentence initially, see 2 Anaphora.) 

7.3 Adverbial Clauses 

7.3.1 Purpose 

 +CL +CL inf +deme 

The purpose sentence is encoded by a clause in which the verb is in the infinitive form, followed 

obligatorily by demedemedemedeme 'PURP'. (deme seems to be made up of dededede 'do' and memememe 'SP.SEQ' but has been 

lexicalised). The main clause can come either before the purpose clause (404 and 405) or the purpose 

clause can be embedded (406 to 408) 

This kind of clause construction also encodes the notions of immediate future intention 'about to do 

something/on the point of doing something as well as straightforward purpose 'in order to'. 

(404) Yi-ta    yi  betli   ha-m-pu-wa          itiama-le  ha-lo-e      deme 
3PL-SRCE 3PL battery take-SP.SEQ-come-FP strong-NOM take-FUT-INF PURP 

They brought their battery in order to get it charged. 

(405) Uwe si-sie-me              a      God yu   dale-lo-e    deme 
2PL PL-be_happy-PRES.INTER father God word hear-FUT-INF PURP 

Are you happy that you are about to hear our Father God's word? 

(406) Tea-ta-po     huta-le    da-lo-e     deme tamala-yo 
bird-SRCE-TOP rotten-NOM eat-FUT-INF PURP goPL-RP 

The birds went (in order) to eat the rotten (bodies). 

(407) Apame kauwokalopa yu-lo-e      deme yeu-wa 
Apame little_fish kill-FUT-INF PURP go_downstream-FP 

Apame went downstream (in order) to kill little fish. 

(408) Di-ta    koko kotiama-lo-e  deme ta-lo-epo 
1PL-SRCE way  start-FUT-INF PURP go-FUT-NEUT 

We are about to start the service. 
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7.3.2 Reason 

 +S +adipelati +S 

The most common way of forming a reason sentence is by juxtaposing 2 sentences, the first of which 

states the result and the second the reason. The 2 sentences are linked by the interrogative word 

adipelatiadipelatiadipelatiadipelati 'why?' 

(409) Yosep  Meli memola-lo-e   malama-yo. Adipelati? 
Joseph Mary leave-FUT-INF think-RP.  Why? 

 Yie ala   ikadepe po-ha-lalo   ha:ha:-yo 
3PL still real    NEG-take-NOM standPL-RP 

Joseph thought to leave Mary because they still weren't really married yet. 

(410) Wata  2 oklok   dla inoma suma-le   hawa. Adipelati? 
today 2 o'clock LOC eye   shoot-NOM NEG.  Why? 

 Di  tatla     ima-le    yu   dla ma-dale-wa-po/    company so 
1PL yesterday teach-NOM word LOC ASP-hear-FP-REAL  company people 

 ma-pu-wa-po 
ASP-come-FP-REAL 

There's no service today at 2 o'clock because we heard yesterday that the company is coming. 

Another way to encode the notion of reason is by using the temporal simultaneous suffixes, -mamamamamamamama or -

latilatilatilati as mentioned above (cf 1). 

(411) Ye  esemala yu-wa/ sialade-mama 
3SG dog     hit-FP angry-SS 

He hit the dog because he was angry 

(412) Opa moku dla ta-lati/ sukulu hawa 
men bush LOC go-DS    school NEG 

There's no school because everyone went to the bush 

7.3.3 Concession/Contrast 

There are a number of ways of encoding the notions of concession and contrast (although/but). 

 +S +amasiama +S 

A common way is to state the concession (which is in itself a complete sentence). This is followed by 

the sentence initial conjunction amasiamaamasiamaamasiamaamasiama 'however' followed by the second (main) sentence. 

(413) Ye  esie-ma.  Amasiama, ye  oko  ha-ma 
3SG ill-PRES. However   3SG work do-PRES 

Although he's ill, he's working. 
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(414) Sali selepo-ma.  Amasiama, tio  sikemte hale-ma 
sun  shine-PRES. However   rain INTENS  rain-PRES 

Even although it's dry season, it's raining a lot. 

 +S +S 

Another way is simply to juxtapose two sentences: 

(415) Na: tatla     Pastor Iwoko aya   dla ta-wa-po.   Ye  aya   siapo 
hala-wa 

1SG yesterday Pastor Iwoko house LOC go-FP-REAL. 3SG house alone 
stand-FP 

I went to Pastor Iwoko's house yesterday, but he wasn't at home. 

(416) Ye  alila haploma oko  ha-m-hala-ma.         Po-sukale-se-ma. 
3SG day   all     work do-SP.SEQ-stand-PRES. NEG-tired-NEG-PRES 

Although he's been working all day, he's not tired. 

 Cltlope/ye +Cl 

A final way is encoded by tlotlotlotlo----pepepepe 'only-EMPH' concessive clause finally or -ye 'FOC' affixed on the 

verb in the concessive clause, followed by the main clause. 

(417) Ye  oplami pato tlope/    po-itiama-se-ma 
3SG man    big  only-EMPH NEG-strong-NEG-PRES 

He's a big man, but he's not strong. 

(418) Ilama yele-wa tlo-pe/   po-poa-na 
snake bite-FP only-EMPH NEG-die-PERF 

Even though a snake bit her, she didn't die. 

(419) Na: tatla     tudi plo-la      ta-lo-e    soltama-wa-ye/ owa-yemala 
1SG yesterday line throwPL-SER go-FUT-INF want-FP-FOC    baby-DIM 

 esie-lati/ memola-wa 
ill-DS     leave-FP 

I wanted to go fishing yesterday, but my baby was ill, so I didn't. 

(420) A:ya-yemala teyulu-ye/ kapala po-wotiale-na 
woman-DIM   fall-FOC   skin   NEG sore-PERF 

The little girl fell, but she didn't hurt herself. 
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7.3.4 Temporal 

7.3.4.1 Before 

 +Clinf +aseka +CL 

The notion of 'before doing something' is encoded by a clause in which the verb is in the infinitive 

followed by asekaasekaasekaaseka 'before' and generally halahalahalahala----latilatilatilati 'stand-DS' followed by the main clause(s). 

(421) We  ta-lo-e    aseka  hala-lati/ hakala-ta    tle osoma-ne! 
2SG go-FUT-INF before stand-DS   coconut-SRCE ABL husk-SG.IMPER 

Before you go, husk a coconut! 

(422) Di  wata  utlalati di  koko kotiama-lo-e  aseka  hala-lati/ ima-le 
1PL today morning  1PL way  start-FUT-INF before stand-DS   teach-NOM 

 yu-ta     tle dale-lo-epo 
word-SRCE ABL hear-FUT-NEUT 

Before starting our service this morning, we'll listen to the announcements first. 

7.3.4.2 After 

In order to encode the notion of 'after doing something', the temporal sequential suffixes are used, 

most commonly -popopopo 'IMM.Sq'. (see 1 for more examples) 

(423) Di  Sande  dapiamte hema ha:ha:-po/      ta-lo-pe 
1PL Sunday two      here standPL-IMM.SEQ go-FUT-DEF 

We'll go after two Sundays (ie in two weeks' time). 

7.3.5 Conditional 

 +CLcondit +CL 

The conditional sentence is encoded by a clause where the verb is inflected with the conditional suffix 

-piepiepiepie 'CONDIT' and a consequence clause where the verb is usually inflected for future tense - either 

the neutral or the definite future. 

(424) we  Balimo me-dla    hala-lo-pie/     po-lo-pe 
2SG Balimo there-LOC stand-FUT-CONDIT die-FUT-DEF 

If you stay at Balimo, you'll die. 

(425) Utlalati hulu pu-lo-pie/      di  haploma ta-lo-epo 
morning  horn come-FUT-CONDIT 1PL all     go-FUT-NEUT 

When the horn blows in the morning, we'll all go. 
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(426) We  po-ta-lalo weke-lo-pie/    opa-ta   atla-lo-pe... 
2SG NEG-go-NOM omit-FUT-CONDIT men-SRCE say-FUT-DEF 

If you don't go, people will say that... 

The consequence clause can be verbless, as in the following grounds-conclusion type of condition: 

(427) Di-ta    aluma-le          dulu   dla opiama-le ela-lo-pie/ 
1PL-SRCE come_together-NOM inside LOC lazy-NOM  sleep-FUT-CONDIT 

 Saiten-po 
Satan-EQUAT 

If there is laziness in our gathering, it's Satan 

7.3.6 Contrafactual 

 +CLcontra +CL 

The contrafactual is encoded by a clause where the verb carries the contrafactual suffix ----tietietietie 'CONTRA' 

followed by a consequence clause where the verb is generally in the present tense. 

(428) Di-ta    ha:ha:-le dulu   dla koko hale-ta-po 
1PL-SRCE stand-NOM inside LOC way  another-SRCE-TOP 

 duka   dla eklema-tie/  a:ya-yemala yu    dulu   dla 
middle LOC block-CONTRA woman-DIM   water inside LOC 

 olotlu-ma 
drown-PRES 

If there had been something in our lives blocking (our relationship with God), the little girl 
would have drowned 

(429) Peter po-miale-lalo wekema-tie/ aya   po-dokala-me       tlu-ma 
Peter NEG-dig-NOM   omit-CONTRA house NEG-destroy-SP.SEQ go_down-PRES 

If Peter hadn't dug a hole, the house wouldn't have fallen down. 

(430) Ye  di   tle teyu-le  tama-tie/ ye  ma-po-ma 
3SG high ABL fall-NOM go-CONTRA 3SG ASP-die-PRES 

If he had fallen from up high, he would have died. 

7.3.7 Comparison 

Comparison in Kamula is generally not expressed within one sentence, but by a pair of sentences. 

(431) Samokopa tlo  potokemu. Weleo tlo  motokepi 
Samokopa only far.      Weleo only close 

Samokopa's further than Weleo. 
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Occasionally there may be a verb which can be used to encode comparison: 

(432) Benji ye  a      tlemta-lo-pe 
Benji 3SG father go_past-FUT-DEF 

Benji will grow bigger than his father. 

7.3.8 Alternation 

In a similar way to comparison, Kamula has no specific way of encoding an alternative other than by 

juxtaposing the sentences. 

(433) We  solo ha-pe?    We  sopo ha-pe? 
2SG salt take-DEF. 2SG soap take-DEF 

Do you want to have salt or soap? 

Indeed, in a question like the above, it might be unclear to the listener whether an alternative is being 

offered or whether in fact both are being offered, and so it would be necessary to clarify the situation 

using a number of sentences. 

In an affirmative type of alternation, it is common for the speaker to indicate the 'either/or' nature of 

his statement by inserting the phrase 'I don't know' or the interjection eheeheeheehe 'I don't know' either after 

each sentence or after the pair (or more) of sentences. 

(434) Ye  Weleo dla ta-yo. Ye  Kamusi dla ta-yo. Na: po-na:-malama-na 
3SG Weleo LOC go-RP. 3SG Kamusi LOC go-RP. 1SG NEG-1SG-know-PERF 

He went to Weleo (or) Kamusi. I don't know. 

It has been observed that those speakers with some knowledge of English use the English word 'or', 

pronounced 'o' if they wish to indicate an alternative: 

(435) Yesu-ta-po     Taiatila mo    dla yu   atla-le o  leta   hami-le  e 
Jesus-SRCE-FOC Thyatira place LOC word say-NOM or letter give-NOM DEM 

 malama-lo-epo 
know-FUT-NEUT 

We're going to think about what Jesus said at Thyatira or the letter he gave (to Thyatira). 
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8. DISCOURSE CONSIDERATIONS 

8.1 Anaphora 

8.1.1 Tail-head linkage 

Tail-head linkage is very common in narrative and procedural texts. This is done by repeating the last 

verb of the previous sentence using medial verb inflection instead of final verb inflection. This 

repetition may optionally include the object or Locative Phrase. 

When the previous verb is repeated at the beginning of the following sentence, this has the effect of 

highlighting that particular action/event. 

The following is extracted from a text on housebuilding: 

(436) Epo      dali opi   klukala  hatiti-mde-po 
And_then tree other platform putPL-HABIT-REAL 

And then you put other posts for the platform. 

(437) Klukala  hatiti-po/    gude-po/       kosopa       ha-mde-po 
platform putPL-IMM.SEQ finish-IMM.SEQ thatch_frame do-HABIT-REAL 

When you've done that, then you make the frame. 

(438) Kosopa       ha-po/     gude-pame/      eme       hotopolo-mde-po 
thatch_frame do-IMM.SEQ finish-NEUT.SEQ sago_leaf thatch-HABIT-REAL 

When you've finished making the frame you thatch the roof. 

(439) Eme       hotopolo-po/   depo/    dopuko bopude-mde-po 
sago_leaf thatch-IMM.SEQ and_then ridge  cover-HABIT-REAL 

When you've thatched the roof, then you cover the ridge. 

(440) Bopude-po/    epo/     tile      ha-mde-po 
cover-IMM.SEQ and_then fireplace do-HABIT-REAL 

When that's covered, you make the fireplace. 

(441) Tile      ha-po/     epame/   tlikani holoma    toale-mde-po 
fireplace do-IMM.SEQ and_then steps   carefully carve-HABIT-REAL 

When you've made the fireplace, you carve the steps carefully. 
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8.1.2 Temporal Conjunctions 

Another way of referring back to the previous sentence is by using conjunctions, most of which are 

lexicalised forms derived from the pro-verb papapapa 'do' (epelatiepelatiepelatiepelati, epameepameepameepame, epelaepelaepelaepela literally 'that do and'). 

Another conjunction very commonly used in a similar way sentence initially is epoepoepoepo 'DEM-EQUAT'. 

The use of one of the conjunctions as opposed to the repetition of the verb tends to play down the 

event rather than highlighting it. The conjunctions seem to be used more in written language, in 

preference to tail-head linkage, although more data would be required in order to confirm this. 

The following are consecutive sentences extracted from a short story. 

(442) Oplami hale-ta      atla-yo, 'tenaya ita-la        ta-lo-a,'   de-yo 
man    another-SRCE say-RP   hut     build_hut-SER go-FUT-HORT do-RP 

A certain man said, 'Let's go and build a hut!' 

(443) Epelati  yie ta-me/    tenaya dali di   dla ita-yo 
And_then 3PL go-SP.SEQ hut    tree high LOC build_hut-RP 

And then they went and built a hut high up in a tree. 

(444) Epo      alila hale    utlalati yie dokosi   sikemte sioma-yo 
And_then day   another morning  3PL hornbill INTENS  shootPL-RP 

And then the next morning they shot lots of hornbill. 

(445) Epo      tamalela  aya   dla pua-me... 
And_then afternoon house LOC come-SP.SEQ 

And then in the afternoon they came home... 

(446) Epame    hutie-po/       utlalati... 
And_then sleepPL-IMM.SEQ morning 

And then they slept and in the morning... 

The climax of a story is often expressed by using conjunctions to link the (short) sentences, rather than 

by repetition of the verb. 

(447) Batalia-ta       hiele-yo.  E-pa-lati oplami ye-ye   teleta-yo 
Evil_spirit-SRCE scream-RP. DEM-do-DS man    3SG-FOC run_away-RP 

The evil spirit screamed. And then (lit. that-do) the man ran away. 

8.1.3 Causal Conjunctions 

The causal conjunctions epedemeepedemeepedemeepedeme and epapdemeepapdemeepapdemeepapdeme 'therefore/and so/so' are also used to join sentences 

together, indicating that the previous sentence is the reason for the present sentence. The following are 

3 consecutive sentences from a text. 
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(448) God ye-ye   na:  mate   hala-po 
God 3SG-FOC 1SG  ACCOMP stand-REAL 

God is with me. 

(449) Epedeme Haka ye-ye   die mate   ala   pesekalo hala-po 
And_so  Haka 3SG-FOC 1PL ACCOMP still alive    stand-REAL 

And so Haka is still alive with us. 

(450) Epedeme na:-ta   sie-le    yu   God dla atla-ma 
And_so  1SG-SRCE happy-NOM word God LOC say-PRES 

And so I'm praising God. 

8.2 Topic/Participant Tracking 

There are 2 clitics -tatatata 'SRCE' and -yeyeyeye 'FOC' which are used to highlight certain elements in a 

clause/sentence and to identify participants or topics across clauses and sentences. 

Their use is somewhat complex and only a brief presentation is given in this present paper. 

The section on Focus (1) deals with some of the uses of -yeyeyeye 'FOC' at clause level. 

-yeyeyeye also functions at discourse level to track participants. It can be optionally followed by -yoyoyoyo 'EMPH', 

as in (453). The following functions have been observed: 

The narrator can introduce himself by using -yeyeyeye. 

(451) Na:-ye  Noa-ta    koa   ti-le-ye     atla-lo-ama 
1SG-FOC Noah-SRCE canoe make-NOM-FOC say-FUT-NEUT 

I'm going to tell the story of Noah making the canoe. 

(452) Na:-ye  e-pa-wa 
1SG-FOC DEM-do-FP 

This is what I did. 

Main participants can be introduced using -yeyeyeye, and -yeyeyeye can then also be used to identify them for one 

or two sentences more (examples 454 and 455 are consecutive sentences in a text). 

(453) Noa-ye-yo     koa   ti-m-hala-lati... 
Noah-FOC-EMPH canoe make-SP.SEQ-stand-DS 

While Noah was making the canoe... 

(454) Alilopi  ele-lalo  oplami-ye ye-amka-dlo   mate   kalama-yo 
day-time sleep-NOM man-FOC   3SG-friend-PL ACCOMP hunt-RP 

A man who used to sleep during the day went hunting with his friends. 
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(455) Ye-ye   matakepi dla ta-me/    ma-pua-yo 
3SG-FOC close    LOC go-SP.SEQ ASP-come-RP 

He didn't go far and then came (back). 

A secondary or other participant can be introduced using -yeyeyeye. 

(456) Epelati  tea-ye   ta-me/    dali-upa  kata-me... 
And_then bird-FOC go-SP.SEQ tree-leaf cut-SP.SEQ 

And then the bird went and cut a leaf and... 

(457) Opa opi-ye    yu-ta      poyu-po/       pokade-yo 
men other-FOC water-SRCE killPL-IMM.SEQ finish-RP 

The other men were killed by the water. 

A main character can be re-identified after several sentences by -yeyeyeye. 

(458) Epame    Noa-ye   ye  asia-dlo  ma-ka:de-yo 
And_then Noah-FOC 3SG family-PL ASP-good-RP 

And then Noah and his family were saved. 

(459) Epelati  oplami ye-ye ma-teleta-yo 
And_then man    3SG   ASP-run_away-RP 

And then the man ran away. 

In a similar way to -yeyeyeye 'FOC', -tatatata 'SRCE' functions both at clause and, especially when followed by -popopopo 

'TOP' at discourse level. The main function of -tatatata without -popopopo seems to be more at a grammatical level 

rather than discourse level, (not least because, unlike -yeyeyeye, -tatatata cannot be affixed to an object, only to a 

subject). 

At a discourse level, the main function of -tatatata, particularly when followed by -popopopo 'TOP', seems to be to 

identify the topic or theme. 

A main participant can be introduced using -tatatata and -popopopo. 

(460) Niugini Lumber yie Direktors-ta-po    Morseby dla tlu-me... 
Niugini Lumber 3PL directors-SRCE-TOP Morseby LOC go_down 

Niugini Lumber directors go down to Moresby and... 

(461) Epedeme di  aluma-le-ta-po      tlumulu-wa-po/    Wawi  ho         
dla 

And_so  1PL gather-NOM-SRCE-TOP go_downPL-FP-REAL Wawoi downstream 
LOC 

And so a group of us went down the Wawoi. 
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(462) Kotiama-le sitali dla God-ta-po    pepele-di-mo   mate   ta:la-mo 
begin-NOM  base   LOC God-SRCE-TOP sky-high-place ACCOMP ground-place 

 mate   mi-mitepe-yo 
ACCOMP PL-make-RP 

In the beginning, God made the heaven and the earth. 

Secondary participants can also be introduced using -tatatata and -popopopo. The following examples are 2 

consecutive sentences from a text. 

(463) Mase-yemala hatlope, Dupua-ta-po    aya   dulu   dla pola-wa 
boy-DIM     one      Dupua-SRCE-TOP house inside LOC sit-FP 

One boy, Dupua was sitting in the house. 

(464) Epelati  di-ta-po     e-po      atla-wa... 
And_then 1PL-SRCE-TOP DEM-EQUAT say-FP 

And then we said... 

When -tatatata is affixed on a conjunction or on the end of a clause, it signals that everything that has gone 

before in the previous clause is the topic. 

(465) Dlapa miste-po/     epame-ta      yu    dla 
fire  burn-IMM.SEQ/ and_then-SRCE water LOC 

 ha-m-tlu-mde-po 
take-SP.SEQ-go_down-HABIT-REAL 

You burn it and then you take (the canoe) down to the water. 

(466) Mande  alila e   dla yale-pame-ta                 Tusde   alila na-
ta... 

Monday day   DEM LOC stay_overnight-NEUT.SEQ-SRCE Tuesday day   1SG-
SRCE 

On Monday I'll stay overnight there and on Tuesday I'll... 

-tatatata (and -popopopo) and -yeyeyeye can of course co-occur in the same clause. 

(467) komiti    so-ta-po        Hayape-ye  hama-me/    heta-me... 
committee people-SRCE-TOP Hayape-FOC hold-SP.SEQ go_up-SP.SEQ 

The committee took hold of Hayape and went up... 

8.3 Written/Oral Style 

Two main differences have been observed between written and oral style. 

The first one is that endshifting is much more common in oral language. This is presumably because 

when people are talking, they haven't thought out exactly what they are going to say and so must use 
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endshifting for after-thoughts, or to clarify what they have said. Written language does use 

endshifting, but much more rarely. 

A second difference is that tail-head linkage seems to be used more in oral language and less in written 

language, which tends to rely more heavily on the conjunctions (see 1 above) than repetition of the 

verb of the previous sentence. 
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9. LEXICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

9.1 Abstractions 

Abstractions are largely handled by nominalised verbs (type 2). Thus from a given verb it is possible 

to make an abstract noun, and also an abstract adverbial notion (noun + ACCOMP). 
Verb stem  noun  adverbial notion 
sie- 'be happy' siele 'happiness' siele mate
 'joyfully' 
opiama- 'be lazy' opiamale 'laziness' opiamale mate 'lazily' 
hutu- 'be obedient' hutule 'obedience' hutule mate
 'obediently' 
wote- 'be afraid' wotele 'fear' wotele mate
 'fearfully' 
poa- 'to die' poale 'death' ——  
itiama- 'be strong' itiamale 'strength' itiamale mate
 'strongly' 
gade- 'to help' gadele 'help' —— 
malama- 'to know' malamale 'knowledge' —— 
soltama- 'to like' soltamale 'desire' —— 

9.2 Figures of speech 

Synecdoches involving the words for entrails or heart are quite common: 

(468) yu   ka:de-le-ta-po    na: opasi    dulu   dla ma-pu-wa-po 
word be_good-NOM-SRCE-TOP 1SG entrails inside LOC ASP-come-FP-REAL 

The good message came inside my entrails (ie the message made an impression on me/was 
meaningful). 

(469) na: dupa  kole-ma 
1SG heart pile-PRES 

My heart is in a pile (ie I'm sad). 

Metaphors include: 

(470) Wole  tatla     amalo api  tlu-yo 
women yesterday fish  path go_down-RP 

The women went down the fish path yesterday (ie went to look for and catch fish). 

(In the above example, amaloamaloamaloamalo 'fish' can be substituted with other nouns, eg sago thatch, greens, food, 

to mean 'look for and collect'). 

(471) Ye  inoma pa:-le 
3SG eye   be_without-NOM 

She's without eyes (ie. she's blind). 
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(472) Ye  yu   pa:-le 
3SG word be_without-NOM 

She's without words (ie she's dumb). 

(473) ye  molo pa:-le 
3SG ear  be_without-NOM 

She's without ears (ie she's deaf). 

Rhetorical questions can be used in an ironical way: 

(474) We aya-te 
2SG house-INTER 

Is it your house? (Meaning, it's not your house, so behave!' 

(475) Na: do haploma-te 
1SG hand all-INTER 

Do I have lots of hands? (Meaning, you carry/do something too!) 

9.3 Idioms 

Idioms are quite common in Kamula. Some of the ones which have been observed are as follows: 

(476) We-ta    yi-ta    malama-le kiale  de-po      hala-lo-pe 
2SG-SRCE 3PL-SRCE know-NOM  paddle do-IMM.SEQ stand-FUT-DEF 

Guide their thoughts! (lit. be their knowledge paddle) 

(477) Na: tlasi,   anta uhama-wa? 
1SG trousers who  steal-FP 

Who took my daughter? (lit. Who stole my trousers?) 

(478) Di  wata  utlalati dla God hete sitali matakepi dla pumulua 
1PL today morning  LOC God leg  base   close    LOC comePL 

We have come close to God/into God's presence this morning (lit. we have come close to the 
base of God's legs). 
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